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RADIO NOTES & NEWS
" Those Freedoms."

IF you like hearing public men make
speeches June 13th is, worth noting,
for on that day Inverness is to confer its

freedom on the Prime Minister, Mr. Baldwin
and Sir M. MacDonald, K.C.M.G., and
there will be speeches, which will be relayed
from Nat. as well as Scots stations. Birming-
ham and Midland listeners can hear on the
same day a repeat performance of " The
Dumbleton Fete and Gala." It will be on
London Reg. as well. Don't forget the
Festival of English Church Music ; Royal
Albert Hall, June 270 ; choirs from seven
cathedrals and churches take part in this.

Chamber Music Champion.
SIR WALFORD DAVIES has failed me.

He says that when listening to an
orchestra on the radio he often feels

disappointed, but with Chamber Music
never. Well, if perfection comes by
elimination we could no doubt transfigure
Sir Walford with ecstasy by broadcasting a
one -string fiddle played in a "'Cupboard.
Whilst it is true that with a full orchestra
one does not seem to get uniformity of
value-the picture is faded in places, so to
speak-nevertheleis I consider that it is
surely better to hear something of grandeur
or nobility, even if imperfect, than the
" pennygaff " whining so often broadcast
under the name of Chamber Music. C.M.
is real music boiled, strained and bleached

The Moon and Radio.
VERY pleased to receive a letter from

Mr. Mijnlieff, all the way from Java.
(Very kind to our Amy Johnson, those

'Javan Dutch were, too, !) He has been
studying the relation (if any) between short-
wave reception and the phases of the moon.
and has come to the conclusion that re-
ception is best in .the following periods :
(1). Moon full to moon quarter. (2) No
Moon to three-quarter moon. I think that
is what ihe means by " Waxing till 100%,
till waning I," and " Waning to 0% till
waning I." If . anybody wishes to write
to him about moons or ,any other subjects,
address : Rapelplein, 16, Den Haag, Holland.

"Snowed Under."
THIS summery allusion springs to my

,mind as I contemplate the letters
which have accumulated during ,my

short absence. A representative lot, with
some bright patches. " I have here a little

patent " No, once bitten ! "Anyone
got a set which they don't need ? For a
victim of 'a financial crash; must be four-
valver, S.G.," etc. Friend, thy name is

- H. Oaks. A Hornchurch man wants us to
design an up-to-date two-valver, (H.F. and
det.). He may take it from me that we

EXCELSIOR !

1

Getting tired of " tishy " little aerial poles sif
the clothes prop variety, this Iblihnll enthusiast
puts up in his garden the Eiffel Tower-at least, a
model of it ! It is made entirely of wood and has

no guy ropes.

have it on our list waiting its turn, but one
cannot force the fruit of genius. Next, a bill
for bath salts ? Now, who on earth ?

Can one of those stenogs' be living beyond
her pa's income ?

But I Emerge.
All ! 1 see that the bath salts are for

aG of our Mr. Rogers. I remember
flow, he uses 'em for photography !

S.G. (N. 16), whose letter seems to have

EXPENSIVE ETHER.
BUSINESS FIRST.
TRULY PORTABLE,
B.B.C.'s BOUQUET.

been in one of the P.O.'S performing mail-
bags-it is dated Feb. 5th-offers articles.
Full up, at present-but if you can always
write as brightly as in your letter I think you
should -develop your style and attack the
humorous papers. Seriously ! Photograph
of a flash of lightning at Malta from " Ser-
vice's-Wite." Thanks ! I remember that
" atmospheric " well. 0. H. (S. Africa)
objects to my using " European," and not
including residents in S. Africa. Sorry !
Thought you prided yourselves on being
" South Africans ! " No offence meant.

Television in U.S.A.
SLOWLY creeping on to the real thing.

Last month at Schenectady, U.S.A.,
several hundred people, in a theatre

saw and heard a "vaudeville';act which
was being performed at the G.E.C.laboratory
over a mile distant. The 'sere -en was six
feet square and the sounds were perfectly
synchronised with the movements. During
the demonsiratioil One 6f the performers
came to The theatre and continued his part
on the stage, his partner being seen by
television. If this is k commercial pro-
position and not a too expensive laboratory
experiment. then the " home Theatre ;'
certainly is " just round the corner," as Mr.
I). Sarnoff says.

And Then Some !
BUT much more terrifying a prospect

to those who smile- at the League of
Nations and keep their powder dry is

opened up by a recent prophecy of Dr.
E. F. Alexanderson of the Radio Cor-
poration of. America and .the Q.E.C. He is

' alleged to have predicted -hat in future wars
the enemy will be seen 'by the Staff through
the television eyes of'S. 'scouting 'plane,
and a bornbing plane, 'ivithotit a man on
board, will see the target and be steered
by radio right up to the moment when it
hits it. I wish these AmeriCan Elijah's
would prophecy soMething pleasant and
comfortable fOr:a; change.

News Items.
T LEARN that a Canadian magistrate has
I convicted himself and fined himself five

dollars for not reneWing- Ms wireless
licence That's O.K. provided he paid it to
himself and spent it on some nice girl.
What a conscience! And then I hear that
someone who recently equipped his set

,(continueil on next page.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

with slow-motion dials has written to the
B.B.C. asking them to emit their waves
at a slower speed. Finally, it is brought to
my notice that several German stations are
in the habit of transmitting special pro-
grammes between 12.30 a.m, and 1.0 a.m.
for the comfort of sleep -walkers, insomnia
victims, rejected lovers and the fathers of
" modern ' daughters.

Modern Robinson Crusoes.
THE parallel between the classic castaway

and the boundary riders of Central
Australia may not be exact, but the

idea is right. The cattlemen have to be
away from the homestead for four -fifths of
their time, and are so isolated that even the
date and the name of the day slip them.
Some of them have radio sets and they
actually used to have to listen -in to Manila
in order to learn the date and day ; so now
that data is included in the 3 L 0 news
service. A beneficent service ! One would
hate to think of the boys missing their
" Amami " night by pure inadvertence !

An Interesting Experiment.
BY the way, before we leave Australia,

let me describe what an amateur is
doing there with the telephony

service from Gt. Britain. He tunes one set
to 2 M E and another set to G B X, and
has one headphone from each set connected
to a head -band. So that he overhears
both stations and sometimes is able to put
each receiver through a loudspeaker. Once
he found that G B X was putting 2 M E's
signals into its own microphone, and the
result was that the lucky amateur heard
with one ear signals from 2 M E direct, and
with the other the same signals after they
had been to England and back.

Expensive Ether.
SPEAKING at the Aldwych Club, an

official of the American National
Broadcasting Company revealed that

the charge for one hour of broadcasting
time on stations -covering the whole of the
U.S.A. would be £2,000, and that any-
thing from £300 to £1,400 would be spent
on programmes to fill that time. He said
that the. average cost of a programme was
£200 for each half hour and that that period
would contain less than three minutes'
sales talk. I hope they think it pays !

What Causes " Sulphating "2
WE have not got to the bottom of this

matter yet, for M. .J. (Hampstead)
inclines to the belief which I origi-

nally held, namely, that persistent charging
at a rate lower than that specified as the
normal does not cause an accumulator to
" sulphate." M. J. has trickle -charged his
battery, of the " block " type, since early in
1925, and it appears now to be as healthy
as ever, in spite of persistent under -dis-
charging. Will somebody give us some
further evidence, either way ? I wonder
what the makers say on the subject ?

Business First.
FOR zero cold-bloodedness it would be

hard to beat the negro convict who
was boarding and " rooming " at the

Ohio State Prison at the time of the dreadful

fire there. This " eullud gennelman," who
was gracing the prison with his presence
because of some trifling little murder which
he had executed, had the nerve to broadcast
an eye -witness account of the fire whilst it
was actually occurring. Never has there
been such a " scoop'" in the whole history
of radio ! Nero, having no radio, only
fiddled, they say, while Rome burned.
Same idea, though ! A disgraceful affair
and a sad commentary on the American
broadcasting company which countenanced
it.

The Truly Portable.
HAVE now heard of a man who took aI portable set on a walking tour ; verily,

there -is nothing under the sun which
has not been done-bar the Channel
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- SHORT WAVES.
KEEN ON APPEARANCES.

" Only the rich can afford televisors," says
a writer. And they, of course, get them just
for the look of the thing.-" Sunday Pictorial."

A 'University man complains that he cannot
obtain a post with the B.B.C. because he
stutters. But surely he is just the man to
give a running commentary on a County
Cricket Match.-" Punch."

* *

" A wireless set was recently offered with
every secondhand car sold by a New York
motor dealer," we read in the " Autocar."

The idea being, we understand, to save the
expense of fitting a new electric horn.

NEWS ITEM.
One day last week an orchestra didn't

broadcast a medley of good old tunes.-
" Sunday Pictorial."

THE NIGHTINGALE. =
Though men pursue thee now with micro- E

phones,
Seeking a prima donna without fee,
Thou scorn'st such obvious publicity,

Withholding steadfastly thy liquid tones
From the producers of the B.B.C.

But when some motor -cyclist hurries past, E
Filling with odours vile the leafy lane, =
Killing the scent divine
Of honeysuckle and of eglantine,

Thy gentle voice is raised above the roar, =
For thus and thus alone dolt thou complain E

Or modern' Goths whose ways we all deplore. H
" Morning Post." =
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Tunnel. H. J. L. (Brockley, S.E.) had the
bright idea of building a variometer-tuned
crystal set in a cigar box, and this, with a
pair of 'phones, ousted the camera from the
pack. This was in 1923 and the set caused
a sensation amongst the Thameside lock -
keeping fraternity. Brother tramps, discard
the camera, certainly, but I would either
let it go at that or make up the weight with
a couple of books.

Treatment of Fibre.
H.F. M. (Cirencester).-Cotswolds again !
. -kindly tells me that a friend of

his, who is evidently a meticulous
and discriminating needle user, keeps his
fibre needles in ac'desiccator. I see. The
fibre secretes moisture, which renders the
point softish, Presumably the needles
should be dried in the oven before being
placed in the desiccator, which would no
doubt be charged with quicklime-or should
it be calcium chloride ? (Memory of school
" stinks " grows dim.) I have an idea that
if the needles were to be permeated with
some hard -drying substance, resin or pm
like, and then baled, they would stand up
better.

The Fatal Flaw ?
R. WILLIAM CROWE, of Barking,M worldly-wisehe thinks, but perhaps

net quite so forward -thinking as a
critic 'should be, disagrees with Mr. D.
Sarnoff'sennelusion that televiaion combined
with radio will ruin the theatrea and music
halls. I agree with Mr. Crowe but not with
Iris reason for diasenting from Mr. Sarnoff,
namely, that courting couples will never
forSake the gloom and comfort of the
public places of entertainment for the
parlour and family circle. Barking air
breathes overmuch romance, methinks, for- -

William is in error if he imagines that young
1930 woos in the twilight of the " gods."
Too Victorian !

Moreover, count the lone huntresses, the
spinster couples and the married folk in
the audience-and tell me what percentage
of the whole they constitute, William !

A Jubilee.
RENN BROTHERS, the publishers of

our revered contemporary, - The
Electrician " besides a score of other

periodicals all more or less technical, have
recently celebrated the jubilee of the firm.
" P.W." humbly proffers its congratulations
to the weatherbeaten but hale and hearty
veteran of 50 years. Dealing with the
development and applications of electrical
practice, " The Electrician " is without
doubt consistently sane and reliable. And
if I add a word of admiration for the
frank and sturdy individualism of the
present head of the House, Sir Ernest
Berm, I hope I shall not be suspected of
corrupting my columns with ill -disguised
politics.

Memories.
MANY present-day radio amateurs will

be unable to remember the nineties,
that remarkable decade which de-

serves a history book all to itself. They
probably do not know, therefore, that
" The Electrician was the champion of
Sik Oliver Lodge's work in radio invention,
and published in 1894 Sir Oliver's " The
Work of Hertz and his Successors," which
had been first made public as a lecture
before the Royal Institution in June of that
year. The same paper published Oliver
Heaviside's work on electromagnetic theory,
which gave rise to a noted controversy, in
which Sir William Preece took part, about
cable signalling.

A Bouquet for the B.B.C.
MR. W. HARD, the representative of

the National Broadcasting Company
(U.S.A.), in London during the Naval

Conference, pays a generous tribute to the
B.B.C., and in particular to Sir J: Reith, in
a letter to the Times." The demands of
the American journalistic broadcasters, he
says, " were met by Sir John, not only with
undiscouraged and unfaltering courtesy, but
also with a very statesmanlike view of the
ultimate results in Anglo-American inter-
course over the ether . . ." The inter-
national broadcastings which were " put
over " during the Conference, "would have
been impossible without the cordial co-opera-
tion and the positive and constructive
helpfulness of the B B C " Now, Sir
John, what about a lot more transatlantic
broadcasts as a counterblast to the
" America Conquers Britain " spirit ?

ARIEL
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MEANING of
SELECTIVITY
By Capt. RP Eckersley,MLEE,

" Selectivity " is one of the hardest -worked words in the radio vocabulary, but in this
article 4' P.W.'s " Chief Radio Consultant disentangles its essentials from side issues, and

makes some Selectivity suggestions of interest to all radio enthusiasts.

THERE is a confusion of thought on
this question of selectivity, and one
must be sure what one means before

one says that it is proportional to the
band -width of response of a receiver.

In spite of discouragement I still firmly
believe that the proper way to consider the
problem of selectivity is to say that the
modulation of the intensity of an ether
wave produces other waves of frequency
added to and subtracted from that of the
modulated carrier -wave. That is to say, I
believe in the side-band-so do a lot -of other
people. It would be lovely if we could not
only think of a modulated carrier -wave as
occupying no band -width, but if we had
some practical way of putting our belief
into practice. But for a long time it
seemed obvious that a ten -pound weight
would fall ten times faster than a one -
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"The upper frequencies are not cut off abruptly, but
get less and less."

pound weight, so inverting the process it
may be a long time before everyone will be-
lieve in side -bands.

Now what is the width of a spectrum of a
broadcasting station ? Everybody says
it's 10 kilocycles either side of the carrier -
wave. But that does not mean much,
because the upper frequencies are not cut
off abruptly, they get less and less until
they ultimately disappear.

Representation of Side -bands.
So we might draw on an arbitrary scale

the spectrum of a broadcasting station, as
in Fig. 1. Now the curve of Fig. 1 is taken
to be a curve drawn through the maximum
intensity that every side -band can attain.
Thus we have reason to believe that the
harmonics of the fundamental notes of music
and the " s," " f," " th," etc., sounds in
speech have a less intensity than the
fundamental and a less intensity than the
" aa," " ow," " oo," etc., sounds of speech.

4,794

C

14- sme -44
The effect of three stations, nine kilocycles apart.

Thus in normal conditions of working
we might say that the spectrum of a
broadcasting station is as shown in Fig. 1.

I have further assumed that the station
is capable of giving 100 per cent distortion -
less modulation of the carrier -wave, so that
the curve of Fig. 1 contains the intensity of
the carrier -wave as well as that of the
side -bands.

Perhaps we could criticise this way of
looking at the problem from various points
of view, but I am to show its implication
in a relative way, so that absolute errors of
quantity do not concern us here.

Now, it is unfortunate (and yet it's an
ill wind, etc.) that we live on an island,
cheek by jowl with a continent called
Europe. When I first possessed a con-
scious method of ratiocination, I was
perpetually alarmed by the word "foreign-
er,' but gathered some comfort from the
fact that if, in all that I read and heard
talked about, this species was like a
wild beast, dangerous,
nevertheless, the superiority
of Englishmen was quite
enough to hold any menace
in check.

To -day we all have a
different point of view,
France nearly wins the
Rugby football champion-
ship, Germany is youthful
and athletic, and Italy is
a model for any oppressor.
And they -are all very go-
ahead people and, nearly as
soon as us, they started to
build wireless broadcasting
stations like anything.

This brought about some
intricate technical and inter-
national problems. Almost
before any politically -minded
people could make a happy
debating ground out of the
whole matter, technicians

rushed in and did something. The man-
agerial body had hardly time to grasp that
something was being decided in terms of
simple technical fact before it was done.

Unfortunately, however, such phrases as
"every nation has its inalienable right to
determine its destiny within its own
frontiers and cannot agree that any body
however competent has power to dictate
the limitations of its own liberty of action "
made their usual impression upon what is
always called the logical mind (why, heaven
knows), and we find ourselves with a plan
of wave -lengths which, while it owes its
basic concept to technicians, has neverthe-
less had to forgo certain principles to
achieve a 100 per cent argument.

Facts We Must Face.
You know all the above could have been

written in a few words saying that the
absolute technical minimum of separation
between broadcasting stations is 10 kilo-
cycles but, in order to get even a paper
agreement, we had to go to 9 kilocycles,
separation.

But I always feel that so much of the
Prague Plan was based upon a negotiating
principle " a kilocycle for a kilocycle and an
exclusive wave for an exclusive wave "
rather than a purely international idea, that
I go all literary about it.

My idea has always been that the justest
settlement of claims between nations will
result in the best facilities for British people,
but that a greedy fighting spirit delays
the day when the ether will be clear.

(Continued on next page.)

AN OLD TIMER !

Found in a loft the other day, this old-time set shows that in early
days set -wiring was a mass of self -capacity.
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(Continued from previous page.)
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Nevertheless, we have to face a 9 -kilocycle'
separation and selectivity has got to be
studied upon this basis.

So now turn to Fig. 2 And see. what the
ether has to stand with three stations
9 kc. apart. Notice at once that the
spectra of broadcaeting stations overlap,
and that there is no ether - anywhere
that does not contain side -bands from two
stations at once.

Effect of Sensitivity.
But after all we might add the American

stations which work on the same wave-
lengths as the European stations and be
puzzled to know how clear reception is
ever possible. Of course, the point is that
our sets have a limited sensitivity and,
although the spectra overlap, the fringes of
one are feeble compared with the funda-
mentals of the other.

So in Fig. 2 I have drawn a dotted hori-
zontal line to show that the intensities of
any disturbances below that line will with a
given receiver be in-
audible. As we move
the line upwards the
set is less sensitive,

 downwards more sen-
sitive, But if we
think of an " ideal "
receiver response
(wise containing 10
kc. we see that when
listening to fairly
equal powered sta-
tions we are bound
to get' interference.

But if we narrow
our band -width of
response to less than
a certain width and
depth we can get
plear reception of a
bit of the- spectrum.
i.e. the ability to be
free from interference
depends not only upon
the band -width of
response but upon the
sensitivity of the set
also.

You must have

noticed this listening to distant if 'not to
local stations. If listening to distant
stations the signals fade and you push
up sensitivity you are immediately aware
of background. Look at the queition
another way and consider " cutting out"
the local station.

Now, whatever the design of the receiver,
it is impossible, if the diagram of Fig. 2 is
correct, to get the full spectrum of any
station 9 kc. away in frequency separation
from another without interference. The
local station, of course, completely masks
the distant, and no receiver on earth or in

'the imagination will be able to pick up the
far -away station if this station is separated
by 9 kc. from the local.

But one has ambitions to design a receiver
which will pick up any station on the World
Radio list ! To -day that is impossible, and
with more and mon high -power stations
masking the lower -powered neighbours, the
problem cannot be tackled.

I therefore say that there is a justification
to ask the transmitting authorities to cut
off all their transmissions at 4,500 cycles,
This would mean that there would be no
overlapping of spectra, and the problem
before the designer of the ubiquitous
receiver would be made possible of solution
if, nevertheless, difficult enough, even then.

THE MODERN METHOD OF WIRING

Contrast this view of a modern receiver-the " Regional " Four-with the photograph of an old-
tashioned set on the preceding page. Well -spaced wiring is necessary ii the selectivity of several

stages is to be retained.

If transmitters cut off at 45 kc., and if the
receiver did so as well, the receiver could
have any sensitivity.

I 'do not swing my arms in the air and
shriek and demand the immediate carrying
into effect of such a policy ; many points
must be studied before the great majority
of local listeners are sacrificed to the few
distant listeners.

The real point at issue is, this: If the
frequencies above 4,500 do not much
matter the step would recommend itself,
but if the local station listener is sacrificed it
would seem a wrong policy. Will the local
station listener suffer if he is refused
frequencies above 4,500 ? Gramophone
records "cut off at 5,000 and give very
pleasing quality.

A Suggested Cut-off.
Nearly all broadcasting receivers cut

down the frequencies between 4,000 and
10,000 severely, and most transmitters do
not radiate these frequencies at anything
like their proportion in the original dis-
turbance. Land -lines cut at 6,000, too,
and so it is to me a little doubtful if there
is a great necessity for the higher fre-
quencies.

I insist I do not know quantitatively what
difference the sacrifice of these higher

frequencies would
mean, but I do think
the question should
be seriously studied.
The advantages of
cutting off are many;
it gives free ether
to every station;
it simplifies loud-
speaker and circuit
design, and it sim-
plifies 1 a nd - 1 i n e,
microphone a n d
transformer design.

Perhaps readers
of this journal may
have views. Cer-
tainly selectivity is
the paramount
problem before  the
receiver designer,
certainly the basic
problem is simpli-
fied 'by a trans-
mission cut off
equal to half the
fundamental separa-
tion of carrier -way(
frequencies.

Comparing Pick -Ups.
THERE are so many good gramophone

pick-ups on the market at the present
time, that it is often difficult when

comparing two, to decide which one likes
the better. You will agree that if you could
hear oneplay the samepassage as the other,
and immediately after the other one had
played it, it would be much easier to appre-
ciate differences.

Here is a simple way of carrying out such
comparisons. Mount the two pick-up arms
at different points so that they can both
run on the record at the same time.

You will next require a single pole change-
over switch that has to be connected as
fellows The centre or common contact is
treated as one pick-up output lead, and the
two outside contacts are joined, to one of
the wires from either pick-up.

1 Comparing Pick-Ups-Keeping
Radio Sets Clean.

N._..._.........._..._4...-..-........._..-4-4,--o--o-4.--*

d FOR THE
EXPERIMENTER. +

The remaining two wires from these
instruments are joined together and treated
as the other output lead. You will appreciate
that when the switch is over to one side, one
pick-up will be put into circuit, and when
over to the other side the other pick-up.

The method of placing the pick-ups on
the record is as follows. Start one off and
when it has covered two or three grooves
set the other one at the beginning. Thus one
will lag behind the other as regards the

passage on the. record that it is reproducing.
 There are two cautions to give, and the

first is that you must have a fairly poWerful
motor; or the effect of two needles will be
to slow it down too much. The second is
that due to ,this extra drag you should
re -time the turntable with both pick-ups in
position.

Keeping Radio Sets Clean.
DUST is capable of getting in everywhere.

Of this the wireless experimenter is
only too well aware, and even the

owner of a set in a -cabinet is often surprised
to find the inside of' it thick with dust.

The best instrument to remove the dust is
a bushy varnish brush about 1 inch wide.
The hairs on such a brush are springy and
stiff enough to poke down into awkward
corners
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AWHILE ago I was having uitsmyter
with a Dutch radio " fan " in a
Cool Singel cafe-Rotterdam's main

thoroughfare-and we were sketching radio
circuits on the back of the menu card to
while away the time. The conversation
turned to the short -waves.

" How do you, in England, receive our
little `amateur' P C J ? " asked my friend.
" They tell me that you hear him well.
That is so ? "

Run- on Amateur Lines !
I said very definitely that it is so, and

that when the short-wave coils are plugged
into a set one of the first stations picked up
is invariably the Dutch P C J. Often it is -
better than our own 5 S W, for the- skip
effect of short waves prevents Chelmsford
from being heard very well except at
distances such as the north of Scotland or
in the West country. I said how nice it
would have been to have taken a peep at
P C J before leaving for home.

" Ben je vraj ?" said the Dutchman, with
sudden enthusiasm. " Then we will see it
now. It is at Hilversum, thirty kilometres
away."

So within a couple of hours we had

Twaveshose tstrunowhdooult
sttelltaveon ;escort

this efficient Dutch transmitter, and
will find great interest in this story

of a visit to the station.
By A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

arrived at Hilversum, had crossed the
cabbage patch through which a path leads
to the transmitter
hut standing in the
middle of a field,
and were standing in
the electric glow of
P C J's valves.

" You are putting
out nearly as much
power as Brookmans
Park," I said. "Why
do you call this an
`amateur' s tat ion ?"

Then, while the
gushing of the valve -
cooling water, the
buzzing of the
chokes and the blare

A VIEW OF THE
TRANSMITTER

AT PCJ.

The parts to which the numbers on the photograph refer are as follow:
(1) A copper box containing control apparatus ; (2) the main
frequency -doubler coil ; (3) the chief oscillation valve  and (4) its
water-cooling apparatus ; (5) is the modulator and (8) the controls

for adjusting H.T. voltages.

" wavelet " H.uizen in this respect, becaus-
Huizen is run by a company specially formed
to give programmes to the Dutch Colonies,
while P C J is-well, an " amateur " !

Inside the transmitter hut the scene is
very amateur -looking. For instance, one
of the valves had become hot during the
evening, so an ordinary electric fan was
placed near it, right in the "internals " of
the transmitter, to aid the cooling !

Water cooling is used for the bigger valves
and the rubber water pipes trailed about

WHERE STATION P C J WAS BORN.

The white arrow in this aerial view of Eindhoven indicates the laboratory
where the P C J transmitter was built, and where the station worked at first

for about a year.

of._. a " side -tone " loud
speaker made concentration
difficult, I had it explained
that" Pay-say-yer" (Dutch
pronunciation, that !) is a
station run by the testing
department of the Philips
people, that laboratory
officials themselves run the
whole station and that the
whole thing is conducted
on typical amateur experi-
mental lines.

Philips build transmitters,
of course, such as Huizen,
and much valuable test
work is done at the smaller
P C J ; and, at the same
time, P C J gives a regular
broadcast programme so
that listeners in the Dutch
East and West Indies can
get in touch with their
native country. P C J
doesn't clash with the

awkwardly. Red -printed notices, " Levens-
Gevaarlijk " (which means "danger of life ")
hang everywhere. A new crystal -control
had just been installed and was temporarily
placed in a copper box hanging from the
ceiling, three thermometers projecting
dangerously like the fuses on a bomb !

An Efficient "Lash -Up " !
What these keen " fans " have done is

to take some of the best transmitting gear
available and to sling it together in roughly -
made wooden frames with no regard for
good looks. Only results matter, they say ;
pardon the piece of string which holds up
part of the aerial lead. The plain fact is
that this little station manages to put out
25 kilowatts, and it is nightly heard in
America and, of course, in the Indies.

An energetic Dutchman is, practically
speaking,, the station director. It is he who
gives the announcements in English, Dutch,
French, German, Spanish and, one might
almost say, in American.

(Continued on page 386.)
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LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

+ THE "BRITANNIC"
4 BROADCAST.

A MARINE MONSTER-SHAMUS
4 O'BRIEN-ALL ABOUT SALFORD I
f -THE PITMAN'S DERBY, Etc. t

HERE are some details of the broadcast
arrangements of the ceremony asso-
ciated with the start of the maiden

voyage from Liverpool to New York of the
motor -ship " Britannic "-one of a record
number of outside broadcasts which lis-
teners ate to hear on Saturday, June 28th.

The " Britannic " is Britain's largest
motor vessel, a monster of 27,000 tons, and
fitted with engines developing 20,000
horse -power.

A Marine Monster.
. She has a length of 680 feet, and is 82 feet
broad, and can carry 1,500 passengers, a
striking contrast to the first White Star
vessel of that name, which was of 5,000 tons
burden and launched in 1874. The broad-
cast on June 28th, which, by the way, will
be heard by National and North Regional
listeners, will be introduced by a very
detailed description of the ship as she
appears from the landing -stage, and will
include a talk by the chief engineer, who
will describe the many novel features of her
engine -room.

The broadcast will also include a descrip-
tion of tire purser's duties, and speeches by
the captain of the ship and the Lord Mayor
of Liverpool, which are to be relayed from
the bridge of the vessel. Finally, the
scene associated with her departure will
he described by Lt. -Commander J. H.
Craine, R.N.R.

The Irish Derby.
Another instance of the co-operation of

the B.B.C. and the Free State broadcasting
authorities is the arrangement to broadcast
on Tuesday afternoon, June 24th, a running
commentary (fixed up under the auspices
of the Dublin Broadcasting Station) on the
Irish Derby which takes place at the
Curragh.

On the following day a programme of
nusic by Madame van Aalst's Ladies'
Orchestra from the Plaza, Dublin, and some
dance music by the Embassy Six, from the
same source will also be heard by Ulster
listeners.

Shamus O'Brien.
Two performances of " Shamus O'Brien,"

a romantic comic opera in two acts, Which
is founded on the poem by Joseph Sheridan
Le Fanu, will be given by the Wireless
Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Percy
Pitt, and the Wireless 'Chorus, conducted
by Stanford Robinson, on Monday and
Wednesday, June 23rd and 25th, respec-
tively.

The first performance will be broadcast
from the London and Midland Regional
transmitters, and the second as part of the
National -programme, times being from
6.55 to 8 p.m., and from 8.35 to 9.45 p.m. on
June 23rd; and from 7.55 to 9 p.m., and
from 9.25 to on June 25th.

All About 1..t.tiord.
Even to students of history the city of

Salford, in Lancashire, could hardly be
regarded as possessing a famous past, yet
it is about to celebrate the seven hundredth'
anniversary of the granting of its charter by
Ranulph, Earl of Chester, and Northern
listeners will be told something about the
Charter Celebrations in a talk which Coun-
cillor Samuel Finbbrgh, the Mayor of Sal-
ford, is giving in the Manchester Studio on
Saturday, June 28th.

As a matter of fact, Salford has a history
that goes back even further than the time
of its first charter. It was visited in 71 n.e.
by Agricola when he accepted the surrender
of the native Britons, and. by Alfred -the
Great in 887, when he confirmed the town
as capital of what was then Salfordshire. .

Flemish weavers began to settle in. the
town about 1360, while the notorious Guy
Fawkes also went there in 1605 to arrame
a few matters in connection with his little
plot to -play havoc at WestminSter.,

The Pitman's Derby.
Mention has already been made in ow

columns that a running commentary is to
be broadcast on Thursday, June 26th, on
the race for the Northumberland Plate, or,
as it is better known in the North, the Pit-
man's Derby.

The commentator is Mr. R. C. Lyle, well-
known for his broadcast descriptions of the
Derby, the Grand National, and the St.
Leger.

A large crowd is certain to be present at
Gostorth Park, Newcastle (where the race
has been run since 1882, when it was trans-
ferred from the Newcastle Town Moor),
but ethey will represent only a fraction
of those who will have a direct interest
in the order in which three of the compe-
ting jockeys and their mounts pass the
winning -post.

The North has always been interested
in the sport of horse-racirig, the earliest
records of a race on Tyneside goes back to
1634 when history records a meeting on

Gillingworth Moor.

LIVENING UP THE STUDIO.

In order to introduce more " pep " into the microphone revue. Mr. Philip Ridgeway
gets his artistes to do an opening dance so as to get warmed -up to their work
before the " mike " is switched on. This photograph shows Mr. Ridgeway

giving the " All Ready !

Some Midland Items.
Mr. T. W. North,

who for many years
has been Borough
Organist of Walsall,
is giving a recitalfor Midland
Regional listeners on
the organ of the
Church of the
Messiah, Birming-
ham, at 6.40 p.m.,
on Friday, June
27th.

Mr. Percy Pitt, late
Director of Music to
the B.B.C., is to con-
duct a programme
of his own works
which the Midland
Wireless Orchestra is
giving in the Bir-
mingham Studio on
Friday evening,
June 27th.

* -4-4-1-1-1-11.-0--4.1-11.-- -411.----- -4- *
FOR THE LISTENER.

A Specially Contributed Criticism of Current Broadcasting Events.
By " PHILEMON."

Who will long be remembered for those wise and witty broadcasts
entitled " From My Window."

Meteors and Stars:
THE worst of journalistic notes like these

is that they inevitably pay more
attention to the unusual and the rare

than to the steady and .the constant ; to
the meteors in the broadcasting firmament
than to the quieter stars. This sometimes
gets on my conscience.

I have tried several times to work them
in, but they've always been crowded out
so far ; and now, unable to endure this
neglect of them any longer, I am going to
give them a show, a whole " packet " to
themselves.

French:
There is, for example, M. Stephan. I

often drop in on him fer a few moments.

For I am one of those who can read French
quite well, but who speak it terribly badly.

So badly that, when I am in France, my
knowledge of the words goes for nothing,
because nobody can understand what the
dickens I am saying. Recently, however,
I have noticed an improvement, some gleams
of recognition in the eyes of the French
cabmen, policemen, shop people.

It is entirely due to M. Stephan. He has
a beautiful voice, the clearest articulation
I have ever heard, and a most charming
manner. He goes slowly, and I repeat
words and sentences after him, imitating
him. And if any of you happen to be in
my case, this is a tip for you. Listen to
M. Stephan.

(Continued on page 388.)
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IT
probably costs you more than it should ;
perhaps you can afford to waste a few
shillings a month. If you can't, read on.

I have a few words to say re the finances
and economics of home -radio.

There is an awful lot of platitudes poured
out regarding component costs, so I must
have :line or two to handle this part of the
business right here and now.

How often have you read the words
" Pay as much as you can afford ? " A
good many times, I will be bound. But
I've never strung up such a sentence.

My personal sentiments are " Pay as
little as you can." I'm not well off. Mind
you, I agree that " the cheapest may be the
dearest in the long run," but, on the other
hand, the cheapest may be the cheapest to
the very end.

Learning by Experience!
Of course, there is much more real honesty

in radio nowadays ; at one time the radio
industry was a happy hunting ground for
the " get -rich -quick ' type of trader. I've
bought wireless components in the past
that weren't worth a tenth of the price
paid. And I wasn't the only one who did
that sort of thing-there wera hundreds,
perhaps thousands, of " P.W." readers
keeping me company.

But I don't do that sort of thing nowa-
days, and I reckon that there are but a few
" P.W."-ites who get caught like that.

It was a safe game for the junk -jobbers.
Unless you can tear a component to pieces
and test its innards with elaborate testing
gear, it is not often you can detect the true
merits of some types of components.

L.F. transformers, for instance. Exter-
nally an L.F. transformer generally com-
prises a neat little box, hermetically closed,
upon which are four marked terminals.

What is there to tell anyone the conditions
of the interior without complicated measur-
ing apparatus ?

Clever Opportunists.
But now most of those clever oppor-

tunists have been found out, and the
majority have disappeared. Nevertheless,
there are still a few snakes in the radio
jungle, so it behoves the constructor to keep
his eyes open.

I am now going to say a few words about
" guarantees." There never was such a
clever catch as that " guaranteed for a year
(or more)."

But I must hasten to add that the guaran-
tees given by all the well-known, reputable

Does Radio
st You? cY'VICTOR

KINGA famous set designer has some very
straight words to say about component
costs and guarantees, and other points
of vital interest to the home constructor.

firms are right above
board. I am casting
no aspersions on the
trade as a whole in this

article, because the radio trade _as a whole
is as clean as any other trade.

No, I am referring to -the junk -jobber
again. The tiny firm with a big -sounding
name, the price -cutting type of rubbish
distributer' that -often:  tries to get': his
adverts into "-P.W." but doesn't succeed.'

Watch out for the " bargain price" pro-
ducts of such concerns piled up in small
radio stores-and look at them if you will,
but don't buy 'em.

'To return to the " guarantee " subter-
fuge. I could design an L.F. transformer
which could be sold at 2s. 6d., and which
could be supplied guaranteed for ten years
-against breakdown.

But it would be a rotten transformer,
and its results would be too awful for any-
thing. You see the " catch ? "

An L.F. transformer has got to do a job
of work properly as well as abstain from
breaking down. And it is far, far harder to

THE FERRANTI FLYER

This aeroplane is used in connection with the
radio research of the Ferranti Co., and is believed

to be the only aeroplane so employed.

design an L.F. transformer that will
function like a Ferranti, Igranic, R.I.,
Varley, Lissen, or other such make, than it
is to produce one that will merely be robust.

Wind a transformer with 18 -gauge wire,
double -cotton covered, on a stick of iron,
soak it in paraffin wax and, at a total cost
of but a few shillings, you have a com-
ponent that would work for a lifetime.
But let us repeat that word " work " in
inverted commas !

And so with various other components.
Remember that there is not an article in
this world whose virtue rests on one quality
and one quality alone. At least, I can't
think of one and I do know that take what
radio component you will, its successful

operation in a set depends upon a number
of things.

You can get a guarantee that a loud-
speaker diaphragm won't split inside a
year and yet discover, before you've heard
the thing vibrating for a minute, that if
anything ought to split before the year's
out it should be that loud -speaker diaphragm
that's making such awful noises !

You see the point ?

"I Make Compromises."
Let us take one more example. What

about a high -resistance potentiometer
" guaranteed against a fault occurring."
Supposing the resistance of the thing is all
out-that is a fault which may upset a
set's functioning.. Would you be able to
detect it ? Remember, it is mighty hard to
tell the difference between 50,000 and
500,000 ohms without instruments !

So much for "guarantees." I hope I
have proved that a " guarantee " is of
value only when it is backed up by reputa-
tion and respectability.

When I contemplate purchasing a selec-
tion of components I always gather to-
gether the descriptive literature of the
better-known manufacturers and weigh
prices up against technical specifications.
When there aren't any detailed technical
descriptions, I give the makers concerned a
miss. Not because I'm suspicious, but
simply because the information is essential
to my plans.

I don't buy the best of everything ; "
I can't afford it. I make compromises all
over the place, and I see that I get real
value for money.

Studying the Market !
This is how I go about it.
" L.F. transformer " Yes, that one at

26s. gives me a straight line from. 15 to
5,000, while that one at 12s. 6d. slips down
at 100 and again at 3,000 (my figures and
prices are, of course, purely fictitious).

" My loud speaker won't go below 100,
and I'm sure there won't be much high stuff
getting through it. The cheap transformer
for me.

" Variable condenser ? There's one at
18s. 6d. with all sorts of refinements and
one at 5s., that's just a condenser-no slow-
motion or anything. Well, this, particular
set's no needle-sharp ether piercer," etc.

Is the result a rotten set ? Not on your
life. I bet it's better than a good many
costing much more.

But don't let me spoil trade. Some of
those higher -priced components and ac-
cessories are worth every bean of their costs
-if they are used in sets that give 'em a
chance to show their paces.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL. EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

ested end
ound--

MAGNUM NEUTRALISING CONDENSER.
WONDER why it was that, in the early

I days of radio, some components were
given excellent finishes while others

always seemed to carry a bedraggled, lost -
dog kind of appearance ? The neutralising
condenser always seemed to fall into

the latter
category.

So long as
you had two
pieces of
metal cap-
able of being
moved near-
er or further
apart t h e
manufactur-
ers-or most
of them-
seemed to be
satisfied. If
the whole
structure
were a little
bit crooked
and the
adjusttn e n t
a hit-or-miss
sort of affair,
apparently
that did not
matter.

And yet a
neutralisi n g
a d j ustment

always was a moderately critical affair.
However, the Magnum neutralising con-
denser of improved design, recently placed
on the market by Hume -Jones & Co.,
is far from being a shaky, unattractive -
looking proposition. Indeed, the moving
vanes are supplied with two bearings and
are particularly rigid, so that there is very
little danger of their ever shorting. The
component has a long ebonite adjusting
handle. It costs 5s.

Note the two bearings that are
a feature of this Magnum

Neutralising Condenser.

FERRANTI FIXED CONDENSERS.
I have received the following reminder

from the Ferranti people regarding their
fixed condensers :

" All FERRANTI Fixed Condensers are of the
Rolled Foil, not Mansbridge pattern, and they employ
pure metal foil interleaved with high quality paper
Dielectric. They are dried out in vacua and have an
insulation resistance of not less than 200 megohms
for 2 mfds.

It should be observed that its insulation resistance
is at least double that claimed for the best continental
condensers, and we believefs Much higher than any
English make of corresponding type.

Quite commonly the insulation resistance is as high
as 800 megohms for 2 mfds.

The test voltages are higher than
those of any condensers of corres-
ponding types, and in addition are
three times the working voltage in
accordance with the latest Rules of
the Institution of Electrical Engineers,
and they are, we believe, the only
condensers which therefore comply
with these regulations."

The " reminder " is cer-
tainly justifiable, for Ferranti
fixed condensers are not, I

think, quite as well known as they deserve
to be.

That is one of the results of achieving
such a reputation for L.F. transformers I

NEW OSRAM VALVE.
I am glad that the 2 -volt valve has

received such concentrated attention on
the part of manufacturers, for I have
always held the opinion that the 2-volter
was the most desirable type.

After all, the L.T. accumulator is a
bit of a nuisance, end the smaller it can be
made, and the longer service a given capa-
city will give per charge, the easier that
part of radio becomes for the amateur.

The 2-volter of to -day is superior in
operation to the 6-volter of a few years
back ; indeed, there are now available
2-volters that will do all that is necessary
in even the bigger types of household sets.

One such is the Osram P.2, which has
the following characteristics :

Filament volts ..
Filament current.
Amplification factor
Impedance
Mutual conductance
Anode volts ..

2.0 max.
0.2 amp.
6.5
2,300 ohms.
2.8
150 max.

The mutual conductance tells the full
story of the efficiency of this wonderful
little power valve. You get the " slope "
of a valve by dividing its impedance into
a thousand times its amplification factor.

Thus, you see, the higher this last in
comparison with the impedance, the higher
the mutual conductance. At one time a
mutual conductance of 1 was an ideal to
aim at ; now here we have a 2-volter with
a " slope " of 2'8 !

The P.2 is a fine super -power valve
and gives excellent results. It is just the
valve you want in the last stage of a
" Magic " Four, and other similar sets.

RADIO FOR THE MILLION.
I have perused the Spring issue of this

popular Mullard publication with some
considerable interest. It is extremely well
got up and an excellent range of receivers
is described. There are also several articles
dealing with the famous " Master Three."

I have also had the opportunity of
,examining the Mullard Magazine, a monthly
periodical which is issued by the Mullard
Social and. Athletic Club, price 3d. This
.well -produced staff magazine is indicative
of the immensity of the Mullard organisa-
tion and proof of the excellent spirit of

camaraderie that exists among the very
big. staff.

UTILITY BAKELITE CONDENSERS.
If you substitute bakelite for the air

between the vanes of a variable condenser
you increase its capacity enormously. It
follows, therefore, that if you take a given
maximum capacity such as .0005 mfd., by
using bakelite dielectric you can produce a
very small variable condenser indeed.

Amongst others, this is what Messrs.
Wilkins & Wright, Ltd. have done and their
bakelite condenser is particularly neat and
particularly smooth in operation. The in-
troduction of the solid dielectric does in-
troduce losses, but these are very small and
do not make themselves felt in the average
tuning or reaction circuit.

maafifinifififinfififififinialmifinfinfifinimMafifinat:

WHEN YOU ARE BUYING -
(18) SPECIAL SWITCHES.

Generally speaking it is essential that
 a switch used for a radio -gram change -
E over should be of a very low -capacity

type, otherwise radio may get through
 when you are running records.

Also multi -contact wave -change
E.- switches should have widely -spaced
 elements in order to reduce their self -
 capacity.

Some switches have only soldering
 tags, but unless you can solder neatly
 and efficiently, get those that are fitted
 with terminals.

A switch should have a definite action
E and definite " on," " off," or " open,"

"shut" (etc.) positions. The contact
springs should be of hard, springy
material and should give an adequate
pressure.

The advantages of the bakelite construc-
tion are compactness and inexpensiveness.
The Utility bakelite condenser with .000.
maximum capacity complete with dial
costs only 4s., while with a vernier control
it is still merely 7s.

Another new Utility component is a
snap switch which has several radio uses
such as for on -off L.T. control, simple
wave -change, etc. It will handle as much
as 3 amperes at 125 volts or one amp. at
250 volts. It is wonderfully compact and
at 2s. 6d. does seem to be very well worth
while bringing to the constructor's atten-
tion.

This is is the " Utility " Bakelite Condenser fitted
with a " Vernier " control.
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LOUDSPEAKER
PROBLEMSTs_r_

ALOUDSPEAKER is, not a musical
instrument in the true sense of the
term. Like the gramophone, it is

intended merely to reproduce as faithfully
as possible the musical performance of
other instruments.

All true sources of music utilise the effects
of resonance to impart the peculiar color-
ation or timbre by which one instrument is
distinguished from another. On the other
hand, in a loud speaker-as in a gramo-
phone-resonance is a fundamental defect,
because it introduces a spurious tone value,
and in so doing distorts the original musical
balance.

Frequency and Amplitude.
This in a nutshell is the outstanding pro-

blem of loudspeaker .design-to produce
an instrument capable of repeating accur-
ately the highly complex band of fre-
quencies present in orchestral music, and
yet at the same time to have no " funda-
mental " or resonant frequency of its own.

Sound waves have two primary charac-
teristics : frequency, which determines
pitch ; and amplitude, which conveys
loudness or intensity of sound. A third
characteristic-quality or timbre-is really
a derivative of the first, because it merely
amounts to the addition of overtones or
harmonics to the primary frequency.

A loudspeaker, then, has not only to
reproduce accurately all the frequencies
present in the original sound, but it must
do so quantitatively, i.e. it must maintain

REED TYPES

Showing how intone particular unit. an improve-
ment (B) is made on the usual reed movement (A).

the correct proportion of intensity or
amplitude of each tone.

In the ordinary fixed -diaphragm type of
speaker the output current from the last
valve of the receiver is passed through the
windings of an electro-magnet, As the

Slowly but surely the path to per-
fection is being traversed by the
radio scientist. But there are
many knotty problems to solve,
and this instructive contribution

tells you something about them.
By J. C. JEVONS.

*-4.-..--41-1-4,-.1.--4-4-0-9.-4.--4-4,4-40-4-1-4-4.-*

current fluctuates, so does the pull of the
electro-magnet upon the fixed diaphragm.
This, in turn, applies corresponding im-
pulses to the adjacent layers of air, and so
sets up a train of sound waves.

The displacement of the diaphragm should
of course be strictly proportional to the
amplitude of the applied current. Owing to

THE MOVING COIL

The moving coil is almost unrestricted in its
up-and-down movement.

the imperfect elasticity of the material of
the diaphragm, the restoring force tends to
fall off for the larger vibrations, and this
gives rise to a relative loss of power on the
lower notes.

Also, since a high note is built up of a
greater number of vibrations per second,
the amplitude of each diaphragm oscillation
is smaller for a high note than for a low
note of equal intensity, so that any falling
off in elasticity will be less pronounced in
handicapping the true reproduction of high
notes as compared with those lower down
the scale.

Sensitivity and Swing.
In the reed type of loudspeaker, the

greater swing or excursion of the reed on
the lower notes introduces an obvious diffi-
culty. In order to make the speaker
" sensitive," i.e. responsive to relatively
weak currents, the tip of the reed must
normally lie close to the pole -pieces. But

under these conditions there is not sufficient
clearance left between the two to allow for
adequate movement on the lower notes.

This is illustrated in Fig. 1 (A), where the
normal position of the reed R is shown in
full lines ; and its maximum flexure, before
it comes into contact with the pole -piece,
is shown at R, in dotted lines. It will be
seen that the angle between R and R1,
corresponding to maximum " swing," is
comparatively small.

Musical Balance.
In the Lion type of loudspeaker the reed,

as shown in Fig. 1 (B), is so pivoted that
normally it lies at an angle to the face of the
pole -piece. This permits of a larger swing
without " chattering," i.e. before the reed
contacts with the pole -piece, and so allows
greater justice to be done to the lower notes.

This particular difficulty does not of
course exist in the moving -coil type of
speaker where, as shown in Fig. 2, the up-
and-down swing of the moving coil C is
unrestricted.

In all cases, however, the restoring forces
acting on the vibrating parts tend to pro-
duce a resonant action which " favours "
certain frequencies at the expense of others,
and so upsets the true musical balance.

A BALANCED ARMATURE

In this type the average value of the air gap
remains constant.

Designers frequently attempt to minimise
this selective " effect by throwing the
resonant frequency outside the audible
range. (Audibility may be taken to lie
between 50 and 5,000 cycles per second )

(Continued on next page.)
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REACTION CONNECTIONS.
An explanation of an easily -remembered rule for joining the reaction

coil in circuit.
By L. C. MUNN....... 41.- -4.-41. -4.4.-÷-41. ** -.-

AFEW years ago when swinging -coil
reaction sets were more the vogue, it
was customary to advise the reversal

of the leads to the reaction coil if it 'was
found that reaction effects could. not be
obtained.

Nowadays the reaction connections are
given for each particular set, but there are
still some who are rather uncertain as to
the direction, of Windings, and hoW to
connect the leads) if they wish to make up
a receiver with combined grid -reaction coils
of their own design.

WIRING THE HOLDERS
To LT-
DA.:WC ray 76 PLATE OF
1744404,614 DErscretwie
.4,EAC TIOIV 01IPECr OIZ

in...mmEadmodlip VIA
1?EACTIOA,(1)c _DID Ccwo

Re.Acryo.,eCou.-
(1 *

FrxeoPtAres Glvo dilowneG AM.'S
OF A T

COIL OF A. rc. AHD4.77-
F/G. 2. A/SO4,

The method of connecting when both coils are
wound in one direction.

The object of this short note is to show
how the correct connections for any form
of reaction may be deduced' from one
elementary and easily -remembered circuit.

Consider the simple and well-known cir-
cuit depicted in Fig. 1. Here we have one
coil, all of it wound in the same direction,
with a tapping at E so that it acts as a com-
bined grid -reaction coil.

The upper portion, L which is tuned by
the variable condenser C constitutes the
grid coil, and the lower portion, L2, acts as
the reaction coil, and is fed by the variable
condenser C, in series with it.

It will be seen that the " live end," i.e.
the high potential end of the reaction coil,
is the end furthest away from the grid
coil.

This indicates the connections for any
reaction coils, at the filament or earth end
of the grid coil (where the reaction turns
should always be placed) when the wind-
ings of both coils are in the same direction.
It holds good whether the reaction con-
denser is on the anode or earth side of the
reaction coil.

We can also adopt a simple scheme for
plug-in coils, of honeycomb, basket or
other similar types, assuming, of course,
that all of them are wound in the same
direction.

" The anode lead (direct or via reaction
C) goes to the connection of the reaction
coil !holder diagonally opposite to that
of the grid end of the grid coil." (See
Pig, -"2.) The positions of the pins and
sockets have no bearing on the matter and
therefore are not shown.

Where one coil is wound in the opposite
direction to the other, then the reaction
leads are reversed. They are also reversed

"where reaction is fed back from a detector,
preceded by an H.F. stage to the grid coil
of the H.F. valve.

Where reaction is fed back from a
detector preceded by two H.F. stages, then
the rule remains as stated, and requires no
modification.

A CONTINUOUS COIL

The elementary principle of reaction and grid cob
relationship is shown above.

- In well -designed moving -coil instruments
the resonant or inherent frequency is usually
kept below 50 cycles per second, where it
has no objectionable effect, except perhaps
to slightly over -emphasise the bass notes.

With reed -driven speakers, it is impossible
to design the moving system to have so low a
resonant frequency. Accordingly, here the
object aimed at is to throw the natural reson-
ance above the higher limits of audibility.

In certain cases the resonant frequency
of the reed and that of the diaphragm are
deliberately designed to occupy different
positions on the frequency range, so as to

spread " the resonant effect as uniformly
as possible over the;whole reproduction.

Suppaing the diaphragm has been de-
signed to respond faithfully both as regards
frequency and amplitude, there is still the
problem of communicating both movements
accurately to the adjacent air.

A Natural Cut-off.
When a horn is used there is a natural

" cut-off " frequency (depending on the
length of the horn) below which sound is
transmitted very inefficiently. This can be
overcome by making the horn sufficiently
long. As a matter of fact, the most nearly
perfect loud speakers are made in this way
but the size -of the horn is then'so unwieldy
as to be quite unsuitable for home use.

'A useful compromise is the logarithmic
horn, where the effect of extreme length is
cleverly simulated by suitably adjusting the
ratio of " flare " to length.

When using conical diaphragms of large
area acting direCtly on the air. another diffi-

; LOUDSPEAKER
PROBLEMS.

(Continued from previous page.)

culty arises. As the air is being compressed
in front of the diaphragm, i.e. as the latter
moves forward, a rarified region is simul-
taneously set up behind the diaphragm.

Low Note Loss.
On the lower notes, when the diaphragm

is moving comparatively slowly, the regions
of high and low air pressure, front and rear,
have time to travel to the edges of the
diaphragm and coalesce between successive
impulses, thus losing some of the low -note.
energy, This can be prevented by the use
of the so-called baffle.

On the other hand, on the higher notes the
diaphragm may be vibrating so rapidly
that there is not time for each impulse from
the magnetic system to be communicated
uniformly throughout the entire area of the
diaphragm. Instead, therefore, of moving
to and fro uniformly, like a piston or
plunger, the diaphragm " breaks up " into
wave -like or flexural vibration.

This means that while some parts of the
diaphragm surface are moving forwards,
others are moving relatively backwards, i,e.
there is an " out -of -phase " condition, which
in turn gives rise to mutual interference and
a loss in the energy which should be commu-
nicated to the air. The remedy is to stiffen
the diaphragm and leave its edges free so

that it can respond to the applied impulses
in true, plunger fashion.

The problem of " attack " also arises in
loud -speaker design. To secure this effect
in singing or playing, an artiste must not
only hit the right note, but must start it
at full volume. It is very difficult to repro-
duce this effect satisfactorily on a loud-
speaker owing to the inertia of the moving
parts.

In some instruments the desired result
has been secured by imparting a slight
permanent spring bias to the reed. The
springiness constitutes a latent force which
is applied suddenly and incisively to the
diaphragm.

A Curious Effect.
Another curious effect arises from the

interaction of the reed or diaphragm on the
electrical values of the circuit components.
For instance, as the reed vibrates its dis-
tance from the magnetic pole -pieces varies,
so that the inductance of the exciting coil
changes periodically, being greater for the
half -cycle during which the reed is close to
the pole than for the half -cycle when it is
further away.

An asymmetric action of this character
tends to set up a partial rectification of the
applied currents, which, in turn, leads to a
corresponding distortion in the output.
This effect is eliminated in the balanced -
armature type of speaker, because here the
average value of the air gap always remains
constant. As shown in Fig. 3, any variation
on one side of the central pivot is compen-
saied by similar changes on the other side.
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'BENT -BACK" RADI
Dealing with the intriguing question of " where the waves
go, " this article is of special interest to every long-distance

and short-wave enthusiast.
By MAURICE WENTWORTH.

ARE you a radio experimenter ? If so,
you are bound to be interested in the
folio -wing brief account of one of the

neatest and must satisfying experiments
ever carried out for radio. It was a
difficult experiment, but it can be explained
in a few words.

. Here are the details. Most of my
readers know that Britain maintains several
short-wave wireless services by means of
the beam system. There is a beam to
Canada ; another to South Africa ; and
another to Australia.

THE GIANT OF RIO JANEIRO.

This building houses Brazil's high -power broadcaster, as wen u a
short-wave station, which has been heard all over the world.

By this beam system signals are not
broadcast in all directions as in ordinary
radio, but are collected into a more or less
narrow beam and directed at their destina-
tion.

The aerial and the reflector for the
South African beam, for instance, are
arranged so that, north, east and west
of the aerial the waves are, in effect,
turned back  by the reflector, and all the
energy radiating from the.aerial is pushed
southwards in a beam, directed -at South
Africa.

Returned from Outer Space.
What happens to that beam when it

leaves the aerial? Like all short-wave
transmissions it soon dies away along the
ground, and most of it moves off in the form
,of free waves through the clouds and up
into space, until it reaches the. Heaviside
Layer.

Here it is bent down again by the natural
reflective properties of the Layer, and
eventually some of it arrives on the South
African receiving aerial-in fact, an

astonishingly large proportion can be
successfully directed or " beamed " in this
way.

The experiment in question was an
attempt to follow the beam through space.
After it left England and Europe behind it,
its first " port of call " in space was thee
Heaviside Layer. Most of the energy arriving
there was reflected southwards to South
Africa, but, somebody thought, some of it
may be scattered in other directions.

Some of it, in fact., might be returned to
England again. Could it be true ? A

sensitive direction -finding set
was put on the job, and with
it a searchWas made through
space to try and track the
beam signals. And even-
tually they were found, weak
but distinct enough, exactly
where they ought. to have
been

They were coming back
fr.m a point in space nearly
me hundred miles above the
earth's. surface, and that
point lay right on the line
between the two beam
stations ! So the experiment
proved that the fieam,
rlthough it had left the
eerth far, far behind it, was
still duly speeding South -
Africa -wards !

By this experiment it was
possible to check some Of
the work of the Heaviside
Layer, and incidentally to
lay bare one of its weak-
nesses. Had it been a perfect
reflector, all the reflected
energy would have gone
South -Africa -wards, but the
fact that sonic of it was bent

back again to England
showed that there were
losses in the layer due to
" scattering."

The experiment thus
throws a good deal of
light on the fading
problem of the reception
of distant stations.

These and many other
interesting facts were
tire/Aim-red in the Chair-
man's recent speech to
.the Wireless Section of
the InStitution of Elec-
trical Engineers. In con-
nection with research
work on the MeaViside
Layer he i ,,ted that
.there are two wore main
layers where ,-nanges occur,.
the chief ones being at a
height of 62  miles and
155 miles respectively

Of immediate interest
to all listeners is the

work recently done on the Regional
scheme. Chief among the problems is the
placing of the relay stations all on one
wave -length, and the maintaining of exactly
the same frequency at all the stations so
that their carrier -waves all agree. At
present, the steadying is done by tuning
forks, but it is hinted that quartz crystal

 control may eventually eive an alternative
method.

The Radio "Lighthouse."
The short-wave man will learn with

interest but without surprise that short
waves have been scoring successes all over
the world.

In addition to other well-known services,
the Admiralty is working a short-wave
service to Hong Kong and Singapore, and
practically all His Majesty's ships have
been adapted for short-wave working.

Another great field in which progress is
hardly yet realised is in the method .of
direction -finding for ships by radio. Many
methods of "D.E." are available.

In some of them the direction -finder is on
the ship, and in others a direction -finding
station ashore sends out a radio beam, like
the revolving beam of a lighthouse, which
tells all ships within range which direction
the radio lighthouse lies.

BY BEAM TO THE FAR EAST.

When the Japanese delegate to the recent London Naval Conference
was speaking, his words were carried by beam radio from Dorchester

and reproduced in Tokio with perfect clarity.
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SHORT-WAVE NOTES
A chat about current affairs connected with short waves and short-

wave reception.
By W. L. S.111(     .11-- 1-  

IHAVE gone hack on my previous state-
ments (not for the first time !), and
have been spending many weary days

on evolving a short-wave super -het that
really satisfies the requirements of the
short-wave amateur bands. This is, of
course, of more value than a superhet for
short-wave broadcast, since the latter is.
usually so strong that it does not require
a super -sensitive -receiver to cope with it.
The weak amateur signals from distant
parts, however, are another story, and it is
in this line of business that the enormous
sensitivity of a good super is really worth
while.

Doubtful Improvement.
As most of the amateur bands are not

more than 200 kc. wide it is obviously best
to use an intermediate frequency not lower
thah 100 kc., since then the two channels
of any given station will be 200 kc. apart,
and there will be no second -channel inter-
ference from stations in the band. This
will be limited to the comparatively scarce
commercials outside, which are not, as a
general rule, very strong during the " DX "
hours.

Up to the present I have been using my
normal S.G. and detector, the latter serving
as the first detector of the superhet, used
on the outside aerial. A separate oscillator
is unnecessary on these very high fre-
quencies. Alter this I have two screened.
grid. stages tuned to 3000 metres (100 kc.)
followed by the second detector and one
note-mag.

The whole outfit is behaving quite ration-
ally and doing just what one would expect,
but I cannot say that I am convinced that
I receive on it any signals that I cannot
get on my standard set.

As short-wave conditions have been
uniformly bad for some time, the order of
the day is " wait and see," and this I propose
to do.

Probably it will later be possible to apply
the " Stenode Radiastat " principle to -short
wave -lengths where an, nItra-selective re-
ceiver is needed.

Generally speaking, the ordinary detector
and L.F. type receiver is selective enough for
all ordinary purposes on the short wave-
lengths, and it is not selectivity that is
needed so much as the property of filtering
out general untuned interference noises,
which does not amount to the same thing
-by any means.

Advantages of S.G. Stage.
In this connection I positively refuse to

make another short -waver that does not
incorporate a screened -grid stage! It is
such a joy to have the aerial " 'de -coupled "
so effectively, and at the same time to be
able to amplify the signals slightly without
amplifying the " mush" that I should be
like a fish out of water without any universal
stage of S.G.

Yet two cases have come to my notice of
successful amateur transmitters who- use
S.G. in front of their receivers for the higher

wave -lengths, and cut it out on 20 metres
because they apparently receive better
signals without it !

A Chingford reader mentions a pheno-
menon that threatens to rival the" G 5 B D
effect." He was apparently ordered to bed-
some months ago, took his short -waver
upstairs to the bedside and extended the
aerial, putting the earth on a gas -pipe.

The result was that if anyone happened
to stir a fire, light the gas, or turn the water
on in any part of the house the signal walked
off the dial and had to be patiently re-
tuned ! This apparatus shows great promise
as a burglar -alarm, but does not appear to
be all that might be desired in the way of a
short-wave receiver.

This reader, replying to my query of some
weeks back, can claim 70 countries or more
on short waves, including amateur signals.
The holder of the record so far, however, is
" G.C.A." of Bermondsey, with 92 different
countries.

A number of listeners were apparently
surprised on the occasion of the B.B.C.
broadcast of a talk from New York to hear
this talk coming across the trans -Atlantic

and with a reasonable number of plug-in
coils, the colossal frequency -band from
28,000 kilocycles (about 10.5 metres) to
3,500 kc. (about 85 metres), which are the
two limits of the shorter bands allotted for
amateur work.

The amateur bands themselves are, as
everyone knows, very narrow, but in
between them one hears vast numbers of in-
.teresting stations, and does not want to
miss even 20 kc. of the whole of this band.

I, personally, am naturally interested more
in the amateur bands than all the rest of the
space, and accordingly tune with a small
condenser, with a slow-motion dial, across
which is a .0001 reaction condenser with a
plain knob.

Thus I simply set the -0001 to some pre-
determined setting and the whole amateur
band is then spread over the smaller con-
denser.

The Best Scheme.
Probably the best possible method of

obtaining really easy tuning over the whole
gamut would be this : For the .0001 reaction
condenser substitute a -00015 or .0002,
equipped with a slow-motion dial the same
as the other, and mounted in an accessible
place on the panel. Set this at zero, and
tune right up from 0 to 100 on the other dial.
Note what signal is found at this point,
take the small condenser back to zero, and
re -set the .0002 until he is found again.
Then go up the whole 100 degrees of the
small condenser once more and repeat the
performance.

By this means you will get five or six

"A HOME FROM HOME "-FOR OSCILLATIONS

An institute has recently been inaugurated specially for the study of oscillations, and everything connected
with oscillations. Here is a specially compact transmitter- that is employed for producing oscillations with

wavelengths of 22-88 metres.

'phone channel. I don't know whether this
is the first time that such a thing has been
done, but the vastly improved reception
over here (compared with the usual relays)
certainly justified it.

Incidentally, such a number of short-
wave listeners seem to derive great amuse-
ment from listening to the trans -Atlantic
'phone that the American phrase " I'll tell
the world " now has a deeper significance,
and to do so is rather more expensive than
before !

I have always been rather worried' over
the problem of covering, with one receiver,

positions (which can be marked off in pencil
if an indicator type of dial is used) giving,
so to speak, the result of dividing the small
condenser into the big one.

Then, to cover almost any range, set the
big condenser to first one and then the next
of these points, going all the way up, and
doing all the tuning operations on the small
condenser.

This strikes me as being much more
practical than carefully cutting coils to size
aid always having to change them, particu-
larlY where the set is in a metal box with a
tightly -fitting lid.
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G'- EC KEPSLEYS
UERYORNER

THE RIVAL TWINS-HOME CHARGING
-SHORT WAVES AND HAND CAPACITY.

Under the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley, 1VI.I.E.E., late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our Chief
Radio Consultant, will comment upon radio queries submitted by " P.W." readers. But don't address your suedes to Captain

Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.

The Rival Twins.
A. L. N. (Harpenden).-" I understand

that the two Brookmans Park trans-
mitters are of exactly similar power rating.
Why is it, then, that it is the general ex-
perience to find greater volume given by
the ' National ' transmitter than by the

Regional ' ? "
But, you see, lots of other people ask

the same question, but state that greater
volume is given by the Regional trans-
mitter ! As a matter of fact, most people
find the shorter wave weaker.. Only those
very near the transmitter in open ground
generally find the shorter stronger.

The point about it all is that in a large
town like London the waves get shielded,
and then strength varies hundreds of per
cent between points only a few tens of
yards apart ! The radiations being on dif-
ferent wave -lengths do not get shielded or
even augmented in the same way, and at,
a given point one is strong, the other weak ;
at' another point one is weak, the other
strong.

Out in the open country the same effects
are not so noticeable, but you find shielding
in hills" a ll the same.

MIND THAT ACID !

When examining your L.T. battery be careful you
do not get acid into any cut you may have on your

hand or linger.

Home Charging.
A. L. (London, S.W.3).-" I have in use

an H.T. accumulator which naturally re-
quires periodically, recharging. As I must
obtain for this some form of rectifier-
since my mains are A.C.-the following
problem has arisen.

"If a valve rectifier is obtained giving an
output _sufficient to charge. an accumulator

when run down, the initial cost will be
fairly high, but I understand the efficiency
of this scheme is very good. An alternative
scheme is to use a chemical rectifier-I
know these are inclined to be messy.

"Do you think, however, that a valve
rectifier would eventually pay for itself,
since its efficiency is so much higher than
that of a chemical rectifier, and -it is also
cleaner in operation ? "

TUNING ON SHORT WAVES

A suggestion for curing hand -capacity troubles.

Work it out, sir ! Thus :
Capital cost of valve rectifier in pence A. A

revenue charge converted to write off in 1,000
hours =

A
pence hour.

1,000
Revenue charge for power, i.e. cost of

input power for an hour's charging = x
pence.

(One Board of Trade Unit equals 1,000
kilowatt hours, i.e. 1 amp. at 200 volts for
5 hours, I amp. at 200 volts for 10 hours, etc.)
Total revenue charge for valve rectifier =

A(--
1,000 ±

0. pence.

Then do the same for the chemical
rectifier, assuming a life which the makers
will give you. (Incidentally, I have guessed
1,000 hours for the life of a rectifier. Find
out from the makers if this is right and if
not change accordingly.)

* *

Short Waves and Hand Capacity.
G. V. C. (Tottenham).-" I have a

short-wave receiver with which I am ex-
periencing a good deal of hand -capacity
effects. I found that by the use of a
metal panel the above fault is nullified, but
signals have disappeared.

" Do you think that by re -arranging
the coils at a greater distance from the
panels, results will be normal ? I ask
this question, since it is rather a difficult
job to re -arrange the coils without practi-
cally re -building the set. Hence, I do not
wish to make this alteration if it is not
likely to solve the problem."

It's all a little difficult, isn't it, for me
to say exactly what should be done with-
out a nearer view of the set ? But why
not attack the thing another way so as
to be certain of a cure, and so dispense
with the metal panel but put a long rod
on the condensers, as shown in my sketch ?

I know it looks a bit unmechanical as I
draw it, but you can use a support as shown,
I suppose. I wonder why your signals
should disappear though, because I don't
see that the metal panel (unless you wrap
it round your coils) should make all that
difference.

You may have altered coil inductanc,
(made it less), in which case put on a turn
or so and make it more. You may have
picked up all your signal on the coils
before !

Try different lengths of aerial and differ-
ent methods of connection. I am verily
rather in the dark ; but I do give you a
cure, however clumsy !

DO YOU USE ONE?

A typical earthing switch by means of which the
aerial lead (centre contact) is connected " down "
to earth, or " up '! to the set when thi3 is in use.
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THERE are certain things which are
always cropping up in wireless, no
matter in what direction one turns.

Of these, selectivity is by no means one
of the least prominent.

From the home constructor's point of
view selectivity can be written down as a
vital requirement for two reasons. The first
is separating foreign stations when they
can be received, so that intelligible recep-
tion is possible and the second is cutting
out the local transmission or transmissions
so that foreign
reception
shall be prac-
ticable.

Selectivity
in a receiver
should be
judged by the
ease with
which . two
stations work-
ing on wave-
lengths fairly
close together
can be sepa-
rated, and not
by the degree
of critioal
tuning which
exists. In the
early broad-
casting period
it did not
really matter
how unselec-
tive a set was, because there were so few
stations and they were well spaced.

As more and more stations were intro-
duced, sets had to become more and more
selective. Eventually the question of
selectivity assumed an immense importance,
and ways and means were developed by
radio experts to meet all normal require-
ments of station separation.

Most of the early schemes were by no

REAL QUALITY FROM THE LOCAL

As there is only one good low -frequency stage, teed -back between L.F.
valves, which is a frequent cause of poor quality reproduction, cannot possibly

take place 7 and the set is a real dry -battery proposition.

ITS POWER IS AMPLE-

'2,12

The well -tried detector and trans ormer-coupled L.F. arrangement
is employed with the addition of everal modern refinements which
make the set ideal for existing conditions. They include a simple
form of the Brookmans Rejector, differential reaction, and a
potentiometer return for the grid leak which ensures smooth reaction.

means simple. The most general method
was to use several H.F. stages all with
tuned circuits, or some special scheme
such as the " supersonic,' but almost
without exception they were tricky to work.

Successful Simplification.
But (as is always happening where

scientific things are concerned) the experts,
having attained their object somehow or
the other, no matter with what complica-
tions, set to with the idea of getting the

same effect in
simpler ways.

After many
evolutions
there emerged
the modern
type of aperi-
odic aerial
coupling
which gave us
sufficient
selectivity to
separate dis-
tant and weak
stations with
only one tun-
ing dial. To
overcome the
local station
trouble wave -
traps were
introduced.

These at
first were
complicated

and needed critical setting. But the
modern Brookmans Rejector is so simple
that one almost forgets it is on the receiver,
until it is accidentally put out of adjust-
ment and the local swamps everything else !

A Modern Circuit.
This business of obtaining what is desired

" by hook or by crook " and then simpli-
fying matters, is seen in other departments

besides that of tun-'
ing. Sensitivity was
once a matter of
many valves and.
reaction schemes
which were difficult
to adjust and which
upset tuning.
. Now we can get

all the sensitivity we
want with half the
number of valves and
with the aid of
" differential " reac-
tion, which, of course,
requires no introduc-
tion. And so we
could go on, but this
is enough to show
that a modern circuit
can be the essence of
simplicity and yet
give us all that we
can desire in the way
of good results, sim-

ple construction, and
ease of operation.

Look at the circuit
of the " B.P." Two.
Could you wish for
a simpler two -valve
arrangement ? Yet
this set will cut you's
local station right off
the dial when neces-

Giving the Best Possible results from two valves, the " B.P." is simple to make,
sensitive and selective. It embodies the famous Brookraans Rejector and not
only will it bring in your local station as well as you can possibly wish, but

it will also shut it right out when you are after more distant prey.
Designed and Described by the fo P.W." RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.

.T

COLLECT THESE PARTS TOGETHER.
1 Panel, 14 in. x 7 in. (Paxolin,

or Goltone, Resiston, Trolite,
etc.). 1

I Cabinet with baseboard 9 in. or
10 in. deep (Cameo or Pickett,
Osborne, Lock, etc.).
.0005-mfd. variable condenser
(Lissen or Dubilier, Lotus, J.B.,
Igranie, Ormond, Ready Radio,
Formo, etc.).

1 Vernier dial (if condenser not of
slow-motion type) (Igranie or
Lotus, Lissen, Formo, Ormond,
Brownie, J.B., etc.).

1 .0001-, .00013- or U0015-mfd.
differential reaction condenser
(Ormond or Lissen, Ready Radio,

Dubilier, Lotus, .)Formo, Mag-
num, Wearite, Patoussi, etc.).

2 On -off switches (Lotus or Igranic,
Lissen, Benjamin, etc.).

I .00075-mfd. " Brookmans "
condenser (Heady Radio).

3 Single coil holders (Wearite and
Lotus, or Linen, Reedy Radio,
Igranie, etc.).

2 Sprung valve holders (W.B., or
Lotus, Benjamin, Igranie,
Wearite, Formo, Magnum, etc.).

1 H.F. choke (Verity or Lissen,
R.I. Dubilier, Igranie, Lotus,
Ready Radio, Lewcos, Wearite,
Magnum, Bulgiopiunit, etc.).

I .0003-mfde fixed condenser

(Dubilier or Lissen, T.C.C.,
Igranic, Mullard, Goltone, Atlas).
-001-mfd. ditto (T.C.C. or Lissen,
etc.).

I 2-meg. grid leak and holder
(Graham-Farish or Ediswan;
Lissen, Igranie, Mullard, etc.).

1 400- or 200 -ohms potentiometer
(Ready Radio or Lissen, Igranic,
Wearite, etc.).

1 L.F. transformer (Ferranti or
R.I., Lissen, Varley, Igranie,
Telsen, Lewcos, Lotus, Mullard,
etc.).

1 Terminal strip, 14 in. x 2 in.
9 Terminals (Belling & Lee or

Igranie, Eelex, etc.).

Just

the

Set

You

Need

All the components employed are quite standard, including the three plug-in coils, The coil by itself to
the right pi the other two is in the rejector circuit which enables the local station to be

"removed " ji necessary,

Easy

to

Make

and

Work

sary, and bring in foreigners with volume
and quality, _and with an ease which will
astound you.

Art X coil is used to give selectivity to the
tuning, while a simple form of rejector
with one adjustment, enables a powerful
local station to be cut out. This rejector
circuit is brought in and out of circuit by
means of an ordinary push-pull switch on
the panel. -

Every precaution necessary has been
taken to
ensure that
the silkiest
of smooth
reaction
build - ups
shall be
Obtained.
A differen-
tial control
of throttle
reaction is
employed,
and this is
noted for
its velvety
control,
Also, a
potentio-
meter for
adjusting
the poten-
tial of the detector valve grid ensures that
the moat obstinate of detector valves will
be tractable.

Watch Your Wiring.
The coupling between the two valves is

by means of an L.F. transformer arranged
on orthodox lines. No special components
are necessary, nor are any special tools
required for the construction, which is so
simple that we need not dwell on it for long.

The diagrams of
the front of the panel,
and of the wiring are
self -explanatory.
When marking out
your panel do not
forget to do so on the
back, and to reverse
the positions shown
in the panel lay-
out.

You will require
three holes along the
bottom of the panel
for screwing it to the
bageboard, and these
must be at a distance
from the 'bottom edge
of the panel equal to
half the thickness of
your baseboard.

When mounting the
components on the
baseboard, follow the
layout shown in the
wiring diagram. This
applies specially to
the positions of the
three coil holders, both
as regards their rela-
tion to one another
rend the positions of
the pins and sockets.
- The last ,operation

of all is wiring up.
This is perfectly
straightforward, and
is merely a matter

CONTINE

-ITS CONSTRUCTION IS SIMPLE
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Drilling the panel is one of the easiest constructional jobs, and the positions
for the holes are shown on this diagram. The controls are logically placed
so that the main ones, Cl and C5, are the most convenient for handling.

of just a little patience for a good job to
be made.

See that all joints -are " seat " joints, and
that you have properly tightened all nuts
and terminal screws. Bad connections
cause more troubles in wireless sets than
can be attributed to any other single cause,

The Valves to Use.
And now for the accessories which you

need. The first valve should be of the
H.F. type
if you are
going to
buy a
valve spe-
cially for
it. Other-
wise prac-
tically any
Gener al-
Pur p o s e,
Det., R.C.,
H.F. or
L.F. valve
will work
satisfac-
torily in
this posi-
tion.

The se-
cond valve
should be

of the small power type. An accumulator
of the same voltage as the valves, which
may be rated at 2-, 4- or 6 -volts is required,
and an H.T. battery of at least 100 volts.

The wave -trap coil Ls, should be a No. 50,
or No. 60 if the station yon wish to cut out
is near the top of the normal broadcast
band. When receiving on the lower wave-
band, Lr should be a No. 60 X coil and L2 a

(Continned on next page).

NTALS TUNED -IN EASILY

The potentiometer, which can be seen near to the earth terminal, ensures a
very smooth control of reaction so that distant stations are easily received.
When used with telephones dozens of foreigners will roll in, and some of

then will be received at loud -speaker strength.
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THERE are certain things which are
always cropping up in wireless, no
matter in what direction one turns.

Of these, selectivity is by no means one
of the least prominent.

From the home constructor's point of
view selectivity can be written down as a
vital requirement for two reasons. The first
is separating foreign stations when they
can be received, so that intelligible recep-
tion is possible and the second is cutting
out the local transmission or transmissions
so that foreign
reception
shall be prac-
ticable.

Selectivity
in a receiver
should be
judged by the
ease with
which . two
stations work-
ing on wave-
lengths fairly
close together
can be sepa-
rated, and not
by the degree
of critioal
tuning which
exists. In the
early broad-
casting period
it did not
really matter
how unselec-
tive a set was, because there were so few
stations and they were well spaced.

As more and more stations were intro-
duced, sets had to become more and more
selective. Eventually the question of
selectivity assumed an immense importance,
and ways and means were developed by
radio experts to meet all normal require-
ments of station separation.

Most of the early schemes were by no

REAL QUALITY FROM THE LOCAL

As there is only one good low -frequency stage, teed -back between L.F.
valves, which is a frequent cause of poor quality reproduction, cannot possibly

take place 7 and the set is a real dry -battery proposition.

ITS POWER IS AMPLE-

'2,12

The well -tried detector and trans ormer-coupled L.F. arrangement
is employed with the addition of everal modern refinements which
make the set ideal for existing conditions. They include a simple
form of the Brookmans Rejector, differential reaction, and a
potentiometer return for the grid leak which ensures smooth reaction.

means simple. The most general method
was to use several H.F. stages all with
tuned circuits, or some special scheme
such as the " supersonic,' but almost
without exception they were tricky to work.

Successful Simplification.
But (as is always happening where

scientific things are concerned) the experts,
having attained their object somehow or
the other, no matter with what complica-
tions, set to with the idea of getting the

same effect in
simpler ways.

After many
evolutions
there emerged
the modern
type of aperi-
odic aerial
coupling
which gave us
sufficient
selectivity to
separate dis-
tant and weak
stations with
only one tun-
ing dial. To
overcome the
local station
trouble wave -
traps were
introduced.

These at
first were
complicated

and needed critical setting. But the
modern Brookmans Rejector is so simple
that one almost forgets it is on the receiver,
until it is accidentally put out of adjust-
ment and the local swamps everything else !

A Modern Circuit.
This business of obtaining what is desired

" by hook or by crook " and then simpli-
fying matters, is seen in other departments

besides that of tun-'
ing. Sensitivity was
once a matter of
many valves and.
reaction schemes
which were difficult
to adjust and which
upset tuning.
. Now we can get

all the sensitivity we
want with half the
number of valves and
with the aid of
" differential " reac-
tion, which, of course,
requires no introduc-
tion. And so we
could go on, but this
is enough to show
that a modern circuit
can be the essence of
simplicity and yet
give us all that we
can desire in the way
of good results, sim-

ple construction, and
ease of operation.

Look at the circuit
of the " B.P." Two.
Could you wish for
a simpler two -valve
arrangement ? Yet
this set will cut you's
local station right off
the dial when neces-

Giving the Best Possible results from two valves, the " B.P." is simple to make,
sensitive and selective. It embodies the famous Brookraans Rejector and not
only will it bring in your local station as well as you can possibly wish, but

it will also shut it right out when you are after more distant prey.
Designed and Described by the fo P.W." RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.

.T

COLLECT THESE PARTS TOGETHER.
1 Panel, 14 in. x 7 in. (Paxolin,

or Goltone, Resiston, Trolite,
etc.). 1

I Cabinet with baseboard 9 in. or
10 in. deep (Cameo or Pickett,
Osborne, Lock, etc.).
.0005-mfd. variable condenser
(Lissen or Dubilier, Lotus, J.B.,
Igranie, Ormond, Ready Radio,
Formo, etc.).

1 Vernier dial (if condenser not of
slow-motion type) (Igranie or
Lotus, Lissen, Formo, Ormond,
Brownie, J.B., etc.).

1 .0001-, .00013- or U0015-mfd.
differential reaction condenser
(Ormond or Lissen, Ready Radio,

Dubilier, Lotus, .)Formo, Mag-
num, Wearite, Patoussi, etc.).

2 On -off switches (Lotus or Igranic,
Lissen, Benjamin, etc.).

I .00075-mfd. " Brookmans "
condenser (Heady Radio).

3 Single coil holders (Wearite and
Lotus, or Linen, Reedy Radio,
Igranie, etc.).

2 Sprung valve holders (W.B., or
Lotus, Benjamin, Igranie,
Wearite, Formo, Magnum, etc.).

1 H.F. choke (Verity or Lissen,
R.I. Dubilier, Igranie, Lotus,
Ready Radio, Lewcos, Wearite,
Magnum, Bulgiopiunit, etc.).

I .0003-mfde fixed condenser

(Dubilier or Lissen, T.C.C.,
Igranic, Mullard, Goltone, Atlas).
-001-mfd. ditto (T.C.C. or Lissen,
etc.).

I 2-meg. grid leak and holder
(Graham-Farish or Ediswan;
Lissen, Igranie, Mullard, etc.).

1 400- or 200 -ohms potentiometer
(Ready Radio or Lissen, Igranic,
Wearite, etc.).

1 L.F. transformer (Ferranti or
R.I., Lissen, Varley, Igranie,
Telsen, Lewcos, Lotus, Mullard,
etc.).

1 Terminal strip, 14 in. x 2 in.
9 Terminals (Belling & Lee or

Igranie, Eelex, etc.).

Just

the

Set

You

Need

All the components employed are quite standard, including the three plug-in coils, The coil by itself to
the right pi the other two is in the rejector circuit which enables the local station to be

"removed " ji necessary,

Easy

to

Make

and

Work

sary, and bring in foreigners with volume
and quality, _and with an ease which will
astound you.

Art X coil is used to give selectivity to the
tuning, while a simple form of rejector
with one adjustment, enables a powerful
local station to be cut out. This rejector
circuit is brought in and out of circuit by
means of an ordinary push-pull switch on
the panel. -

Every precaution necessary has been
taken to
ensure that
the silkiest
of smooth
reaction
build - ups
shall be
Obtained.
A differen-
tial control
of throttle
reaction is
employed,
and this is
noted for
its velvety
control,
Also, a
potentio-
meter for
adjusting
the poten-
tial of the detector valve grid ensures that
the moat obstinate of detector valves will
be tractable.

Watch Your Wiring.
The coupling between the two valves is

by means of an L.F. transformer arranged
on orthodox lines. No special components
are necessary, nor are any special tools
required for the construction, which is so
simple that we need not dwell on it for long.

The diagrams of
the front of the panel,
and of the wiring are
self -explanatory.
When marking out
your panel do not
forget to do so on the
back, and to reverse
the positions shown
in the panel lay-
out.

You will require
three holes along the
bottom of the panel
for screwing it to the
bageboard, and these
must be at a distance
from the 'bottom edge
of the panel equal to
half the thickness of
your baseboard.

When mounting the
components on the
baseboard, follow the
layout shown in the
wiring diagram. This
applies specially to
the positions of the
three coil holders, both
as regards their rela-
tion to one another
rend the positions of
the pins and sockets.
- The last ,operation

of all is wiring up.
This is perfectly
straightforward, and
is merely a matter

CONTINE

-ITS CONSTRUCTION IS SIMPLE
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Drilling the panel is one of the easiest constructional jobs, and the positions
for the holes are shown on this diagram. The controls are logically placed
so that the main ones, Cl and C5, are the most convenient for handling.

of just a little patience for a good job to
be made.

See that all joints -are " seat " joints, and
that you have properly tightened all nuts
and terminal screws. Bad connections
cause more troubles in wireless sets than
can be attributed to any other single cause,

The Valves to Use.
And now for the accessories which you

need. The first valve should be of the
H.F. type
if you are
going to
buy a
valve spe-
cially for
it. Other-
wise prac-
tically any
Gener al-
Pur p o s e,
Det., R.C.,
H.F. or
L.F. valve
will work
satisfac-
torily in
this posi-
tion.

The se-
cond valve
should be

of the small power type. An accumulator
of the same voltage as the valves, which
may be rated at 2-, 4- or 6 -volts is required,
and an H.T. battery of at least 100 volts.

The wave -trap coil Ls, should be a No. 50,
or No. 60 if the station yon wish to cut out
is near the top of the normal broadcast
band. When receiving on the lower wave-
band, Lr should be a No. 60 X coil and L2 a

(Continned on next page).

NTALS TUNED -IN EASILY

The potentiometer, which can be seen near to the earth terminal, ensures a
very smooth control of reaction so that distant stations are easily received.
When used with telephones dozens of foreigners will roll in, and some of

then will be received at loud -speaker strength.
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THE " B.P." TWO.
(Continued from previous page.)

No. 50 coil. For long waves use a No.
250 X coil for L1. and a No. 100 for L2. A
9 -volt grid -bias battery will also be required.

When you first try the set out, put the
potentiometer slider to the positive end,
namely that nearest the L.T. positive
terminal, and pull the switch S2 out, thus
putting the rejector out of circuit.

Coil Connections.,
The flex lead to the X coil should be

attached to the terminal on the coil with
the higher number marked against it ; 60
volts will be about right for H.T. 1, and
the maximum available for H.T. 2.

If under these conditions you find that
reaction is a little " ploppy " or has a slight
overlap, move the potentiometer slider a
little towards the other end, Do not move

THIS

it more towards the negative end than is
absolutely necessary, though.

You will find that the handling of the
set is quite normal with the wave -trap out,
and also with it in once the correct setting
has been found. Suppose you now find you
want completely to remove your local
station so that Continental stations may be
tuned in ; proceed as follows :

Push the switch S2 in, and set the con-
denser 03 at its maximum. Next, tune -in
the interfering local station to its maximum
(no matter if it overloads the last valve)
and slowly rotate the C3 condenser towards
its zero position.

As you do this you will arrive at a
point where the unwanted programme
either vanishes completely, or is at a mimi-
mum. The rejector circuit is left at this
point, and when it is not desired to cut
out the station you simply pull out S2.

When you are searching for stations
remember that the most sensitive condition
will exist when the set is just off oscillation.
Since the reaction control on the " B.P."
Two is so smooth this point will not be
sharply defined; but will be indicated by a

DIAGRAM ENSURES GOOD RESULTS
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At the top of this diagram you will see a scale which represents inches, and will enable you to measure
out exactly the positions of any ot the components. When the wiring is completed, you should check

back the connections with this diagram.

slight rushing noise and by a feel of general
liveliness in the set.

Should you find that you could do with
a little more general selectivity, move the
tap on the X coil to the lower tapping.
This applies, of course, to both ranges
of wave -lengths.

Using " Centre -Tap " Coils.
There is no reason why centre -tapped

'coils should not be used in place of X coils
if you already have them and do not live
near to a broadcasting station. It must
be remembered, however; that with them
the selectivity will not be anywhere near
so good, as the number of turns in the aerial
circuit when they are used is considerably
larger.

You will be able to get several stations
on the loud speaker, including a few Con-
tinental ones. For the weaker Continental
stations, and the more distant ones, head-
phones should be employed.

Should you decide to use the set on
headphones only, it will not be necessary
to have a power valve for V3, and an
ordinary L.F. type valve can be used
instead. In this case a 60 -volt. H.T.
battery would suffice, both H.T. + ter-
minals being joined to the maximum
tapping.

FOR YOUR
RADIO NOTEBOOK.

Keep your aerial as far away from your
neighbour's as possible, as running them close
together will give rise to many undesirable
effects.

When two aerials run close together there
will be interaction between them which will
affect the selectivity of both sets.

H.T.*
* *

batteries which are partly run down will
often give rise to buzzing and cracking noises,
which are particularly noticeable if good L.F,
transformers are being used in the set

* *

A separate H.T.+ tapping for each valve is
one good method of reducing the effect of
battery coupling.

* *

AN EARTH -LEAD TIP.
One old-fashioned cure for electrical inter-

ference picked up from adjacent electrical
machinery is to try a new earth, and if a
fixed condenser is placed in series with this the
hum can often be eliminated altogether or
greatly reduced.

* * *

Do not throw away your old shaving brush,
but keep it with your soldering kit, for such a
brush is an invaluable aid to cleanliness and
quick soldering.

* *

Electricity supply companies charge any-
thing from id. to 8d. per unit (according to the
districts), but the cost of one such unit supplied
from batteries would run into pounds.

* *

Do not use the same earth plate as your
neighbour, as this is a common cause of inter-
ference between receivers.

* * *

In general, the primary coil of a pair of
coupled coils is one size smaller than the secon-
dary, though aerials and conditions vary so
greatly that this is by no means always the case.
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A HIGHER
CONDUCTA rANY OTH 04
HEATS 7'444t4A

Ntko#

P. 240
PRICE
15'0

With Mazda valves
in all positions your
set will give a per -
1 or m ance many times
better than before.

The Amazing

AlDA
RADIO

VALVES

For a given type of valve the higher its
amplification factor and the lower its im-
pedance the better the performance which
can be expected of it. The Mazda P.240
has the highest magnification factor for its
impedance of any 2 -volt power valve. This
quality is expressed as mutual conductance
and the higher the mutual conductance
figures the better the valve.

It can therefore be' truthfully claimed that
tN P.240 is the finest 2 -volt power valve on
the market-without exception.

THESE FIGURES
PROVE IT
Amplification Factor - 7
Anode A.C. Resistance (ohms) - - 1,900
Mutual A.C. Conductance (MA/V) - 3.7,

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Radio Division,

la, Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.I.
' Showrooms in all the Principal Towns.

EDISWAN
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TUT/OF TIME

Big Ben
stands for..

... reliability and ac-
curacy all the World
over. It is a standard
by which time itself is
judged.
T.C.C. too, is a stand-
ard - a standard by
which other condensers
are judged-a standard
of accuracy, reliability
and dependability. The
letters T.C.C. are an
assurance of good ser-
vice-recommended by
(xperimenters, scientists
and amateurs alike -
the famous "condenser
in the green case." So,
remember this, when
next you ask for a
condenser.

Illustrated above is a .0003 mid.
T.C.C. Upright Type Mica Conden
ser. Price 116 each. Other capacities
in this type are made from .0001 mfd.
to .25 mfd. Prices 1/6 to 18'..

DIG PEN
ADVERT. OF THE TELEGRAPH el
CONDENSER Co. Ltd. N. ACTON.W.3

4003
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Aistittitionts
aIn the SCatmel Binocular H.F. Choke,

every detail 'in design has been carefully
investigated with a view to obtaining the
greatest possible efficiency in high fre-
quency work.
The Choke is of the inverted " V " wind-
ings type, having an extremely restricted
field.
It is of very low minimum self -capacity,
with special low -loss formers and terminals
mounted on top.
Inductance always remains constant.
It is mounted on a moulded Bakelite base,
and overall measures only z in. long by
2i in. high.

BINOCULAR
H.F. CHOKE
TYPE DX3 6/ -
For specially efficient a

H.F. work.
TYPE DX2 . 4/.
For all ordinary purposes.

me

96

i-1

---s.7.j...'..-....
! 1

wAi ' I

1 i

I 1

.0 m. M.

Curve of DX3 Choke
yew

*Send for our Folder No. B.90
showing you how to make up
a fine loudspeaker ; also folder

and Blue -print for building a modern
3 -valve set.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD., Imperial Works, High Street, Edgware
Telephone: Edgware 0323.

.C.7.

Balanced Armature Unit
(EXTENSION)

1P3 THE
HOLDFAST

WE HAVE A LARGE
STOCK OF PORTABLE
SETS AND CAN DEMON-
STRATE THE LATEST
MODELS. DETAILS ON

REQUEST.
Price front 22 gns.

WILL DAY LTD.
Lisle Street, Wardour Street, W.C.

19, Telephone : Regent o921'2 (z lines)
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All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4..
7.-ilikeilditor will to pleased Si, consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless

work. 'The 'Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken to return
MSS: not_accepted for publication. A stamped and addressed envelopemustbe sent with every article. All
inquiries concerning.advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John 11. Lite. Ltd..
4; -LudgateCircus,London, E.C:4.

Theconstructional articles which appear from time to time in this journal are the outcome of researchmuch'and experimental work carried out with a view to improving the techniqueofwireless reception. As of
the inforn mostrecentiation, given in  the columns of this paper concerns the developments in the radioworld.
come of the arrangements and specialities described may be thesubjectofLetters Patent. and the amateur
and the trader would be well advised to .obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

HIS FIRST AERIAL.
D.G. (Buntingford, Herts).-" Would a

60 -ft. aerial be all right ? What wire should
it be, etc. 1 "

A 60 -ft. aerial Is perfectly satisfactory, especially
if you can raise it 25 or 30 ft. at the house end, and
run it to a mast which is not lower than this-
preferably higher.

We should use a single, not double wires, of
stranded copper or similar high conductive material,
the kind known as 7/22 being particularly suitable.
Enamelled wire makes an excellent aerial, and
rIthough insulated wire can be used, this insulation is
not usually necessary, and is sometimes a dis-
advantage.

L11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111fie

CAN 'WE HELP YOU
WITH YOUR SET ?

Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,
and is spoiling your radio reception ?-0r
one of the batteries seems to run down much
faster than formerly ?-Or you want a Blue
Print ?
Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query Depart-
ment is thoroughly equipped to assist our
readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
Full details, including scale of charges, can
be obtained direct from the Technical Query
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do. On receipt of this; an
Application Form will be sent to you free
and post free immediately. This application
will place you under no obligation whatever,
but having the form, you will know exactly
what information we require to have before
us in order to solve your problems.
LONDON READERS PLEASE NOTE:
Inquiries should NOT he made by 'phone, or
in person at Fleetway House or Tallis House.

m1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ii

Avoid any breaks or joins in the aerial wire, and
be careful not to kink it when unwinding from the
reel. The Ideal method of installing it is when the
aerial runs from the farthest insulator right down the
lead-in without a break in the .wire. .

Use an adequate number of insulators (generally
two or three) of the type that will remain dry even
under severe weather conditions, as there may
easily be considerable loss if only one of the small
egg insulators is used.

Al! the contacts in the aerial system should be
really sound. If you are to use an aerial earthing
switch (and it is advisable to do so), arrange that
the whole switch is covered with some protection
(such as a wooden box), against the effects of the
weather, and.finally pay attention to the spacing
of the aerial lead-in. ' - -

Be particularly careful not to take the wire through

the window close to any metal, or run it along within
say a foot of any wall, gutter pipe, etc., as serious
losses often occur in this way. Except at the point
where it enters the house, the wire should be well
spaced away from all walls, etc.

" ALL THE STRENGTH HAS GONE."
R.M. (Warwick).-" It has been a good set

but now all the strength has gone. I can still
hear it but only close to the loud speaker,
whereas before ft rang out in the room although
it is only a two-valver. What makes it all the
more disappointing is that only a couple of
months ago I bought a new power -valve and
since then' it' has been better than ever until
this trouble came along. I have had the H.T.
tested and it is showing 101 instead of 108.
Surely that wouldn't cause the drop in strength?
L.T. I know is all right, but the set seems
dead. Can you suggest anything I can do ?

In your case we should certainly try replacing you:
detector valve (with another one of the same type).
to sec if it has " lost emission." All the symptom;
point to this, for although the valve filament may be
intact and appears to light up as before, if it is a
fairly old valve you may have used all the active
material from the filament (which gives it its peculiar
property of emitting large quantities of electronS
when it is slightly heated.)

You can get its emission tested by any dealer, and
if it is not up to standard you can get a new valve
from him. Or, alternatively, you can borrow a new
valve of the same type and just try it in your set
without altering anything else, when, if the emission
of your present valve is faulty and is causing the
present trouble, you will find that the set is
immediately restored to life by the new valve. '

THE PICK-UP'S POSITION.
W. R. (Hampstead).-" Can a pick-up

adaptor be plugged straight into the detector
stage or should it be in one of the stages
of low -frequency amplification ? "

You can use the pick-up in either the detector or
one of the low -frequency stages, whichever gives the
best volume for your purpose. AU you have to do is
to remove the valve from the set, plug in the adapter
in place of it, and then replace the valve in the
adapter.

MAKING UP A SET FROM WIRING
DIAGRAM.

F. L. (Leigh -on -Sea, Essex).-" I am 63
years of age and have never until lately had
much time for wireless. Having once taken
the plunge I am getting extremely interested
in it.

Crystal sets I can manage easily, and two
of my one -valve sets have been remarkably
successful,- but I am afraid to fly higher than
this as I am not very handy with tools. Also
I find a difficulty with the diagrams because
they are not the exact size the set will be.

" I notice that on the wiring diagrams
you give a scale marked off like a ruler, and

I have a feeling that if I could use this pro-
perly I could do the constructional work better.
I do not know how to use it, and I've never
seen anything about it in the article. What
is the idea of it 1 "

The reason we do not give the details for using
the scale with every article is that they have already
appeared so many times, that we are afraid of
readers getting tired of seeing thew l But as you
apparently missed previous descriptions we have
pleasure is summarising them once' more, for pro-
perly used the scale is an enormous help when making
a set.

Every " P.W." wiring diagram is drawn to scale,
and the positions of the components shown are
relatively correct. That is to say, that the valve
holders, chokes, neutralising condensers, terminal
strips, fixed condensers, etc., are all correctly placed
on the diagram. But you cannot measure the
various distances between the " components " on the
diagram with an ordinary rule because the diagram
itself is much smaller than the set will be (a regret-
table necessity).

So to get over the difficulty we give on every
wiring diagram a scale marked " 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 in.,"
ete. Flom this you can make a small "ruler," which
will tell you the exact distances between the various
parts.

All you have to do is to take a strip of cardboard
of convenient length, say about 10 in., cut it straight
to form a cardboard " ruler," and mark it not with
ordinary inches but with inches from the little scale
on the diagram.

(True, this scale is not 10 in. long, but the divisions
on it are equal ones so that having marked 1, 2, 3, 4
off you can move your little cardboard rule along and
make four snore equal divisions which will stand for
5, 6; 8, and so on.)

When you have completed your little cardboard
" rule " you use that for measuring distances on the
diagram, remembering that the cardboard ruler will
he for the diagram, exactly what the ordinary ruler
will be to the set itself.

So that if the cardboard ruler shows that the reac-
tion coil is 61 " in." from the H.F. choke for instance,
yen know that on your set the' reaction coil will be
61 real inches away from the H.F. choke. You see
the idea ?

4With the simpler " P.W." sots the fact that com-
ponents are not crowded allows you to piece them
with sufficient accuracy without any wont detailed
measurement at all. For it you place this
valve holder level with that coil opposite the other
terminal and so forth, to agree with the wiring
diagram, you will find that your finished set will look
almost exactly like the photographed one.

With larger sets exact spacing becomes important.
In such cases you will find the little cardboard rule
invaluable.

As all the components are drawn exactly to scale,
and as they are sealed " on the baseboard every
measurement can be checked and rechecked until
you are sure you have it exactly right. The whole

(Continued on page 381.)

WHAT DO YOU THINK
ABOUT THIS ?

A Saffron Walden reader of " P.W."
knocked up a cheap one-valver using
condenser -controlled reaction.

Although coils and H.F. choke were
of the home-made veriety, results were
excellent on ordinary waves. The
reaction was delightfully smooth, and
foreign stations rolled in, so he made
some long -wave coils -"-on the same lines
as the others. (They were apparently
constructed quite as efficiently.)

But the set " wouldn't have them."
Fierce oscillation occurred irrespective
of the reaction setting, and no adjust-
ment of H.T., filament volts, etc.,
would stop the instability.

Could you have told him
WHAT WAS WRONG'?

N.B.-There is no prize for answering this
but from time to time we shall give a radio
problem (followed the next week by the
answer) in the hope that readers will find
them both interesting and instructive. (Look
out for the solution to above next week.)

Lost week's volume control fault was one
against which we have often cautioned readers.
The connections were all right, but a low -
resistance (400 ohms) potentiometer was used,
instead of the correct high -resistance type.

Fd1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I111111111111111113111111111iT,
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS:

(Continued from previous page.)

secret is to make up a fresh " rule " for every fresh
diagram, from that diagram, and use that " rule "
for measurement on that diagram only, all the
measurements on the actual set being made with an
actual ruler.

FITTING A DE -COUPLING RESISTANCE.
R. A. (Jersey, C.L).-" My set is rather an

old-fashioned arrangement of detector and
two L.F. amplifiers, both transformer. Re-
ception is' everything I could wish for except
when the batteries are running down, and I
am told that the roughness which I notice
then could be overcome to some extent if I
used a de -coupling resistance.

" I have a 30,000 -ohm wire wound resist-
ance on hand, and also a large fixed condenser
of 2 mfd, Are these suitable, and if so what
are the connections ? " (Diagram_ was en-
closed.) ,

The resistance and fixed condenser are quite
suitable for your purpose, and all you have to do
is to break the lead which goes from the first low -

switched off when the alteration is made ?
I ask, because I have twice been told this,
yet in neither case coup' I get a satisfactory
explanation why, and for the life of me I
cannot see a reason."

Although there is not much gain in switching off
a set when the grid bias to a high -frequency stage is
altered, it is a different matter with -low-frequency.
So probably your informants were right, for grid
bias is far more commonly used on the L.F. stages
than on the high.

Negative grid bias on a low -frequency stage
enormously reduces the current which is being taken
from the H.T. battery and passed through the valves.
Suppose, for instance, you are using a power valve,
which with a negative grid bias of nine volts takes
an anode cui rent of 8 milliamps and you wish to
increase the grid bias a little, which will have the
effect of sending the steady anode current clown a
trifle (providing R.T. remains constant).

It might seem at first sight that all that is necessary
Is to take the plug out of " nine," and put it in at the
extra 11 or'3-volts negative while the set is on. But
if you do this you do not merely alter the negative
grid bias fitnn 9 to 12; but during the period in which
the change over is made you move the bias away
altogether I

That is where the damage may arise, for directly
the ping is moved from 9 volts negative the anode
current goes up enormously until the plug is replaced
in the G.B. battery: Instead of taking, say, 8 milli-
amps,,the. valve unbiassed may be drawing anything
from two to three times that figure. This is so bad
for the battery and for the filaments that in the
interest of economy you are recommended always
to switch off while the change -over is being made.

POPULAR "WIRELETS" No.12 WHEN THE SET "PACKS UP."

A2 '0060`
R.F.C.

25 A
OR

Si'
E

.00033

60 a
416

LL

01-

Of'

0-
4/786

The " components " shown above are those for
a simplified Reinarts one-valver, in which the
primary serves both as aerial and reaction coil.

Can you " hook up " this circuit P
(Look out for the answering diagram next

week.)

frequency transformer's primary to the H.T. + 2.
One side of the break goes to one end of the resistance,
and its other side to the other end.

Now take a wire from one side of the 2-mfd. con-
denser to that side of the resistance which you have
joined to the terminal of the transformer. The other
side of this fixed condenser goes (by as short a wire
as possible) to time L.T. negative wiring on the set.

When this has been done you have made the
necessary modifications and should find the set much
improved as a result.

VALVES FOR THE "B.F." TWO.
" UNCERTAIN " (No address).-" I have

been recommended to a " B.F." Two. Do
I need 2 -volt or 6 -volt valves ? "

The valves for the " FT.." Two may be either
2 -volt or 0 -volt, the former for extreme economy,
and the latter if utmost results are the main object.

The first valve should be of the H.F. type, with some
45 to 60 volts H.T., while in the second valve socket
you should use a power valve with all the H.T. you
can muster up to 120 volts, If you want real quality
on the loudspeaker. Certainly you should not use
less than 100 volts if the signals are fairly strong,
but if you are so situated that you are going to use
the set for " telephones " only, a somewhat lower high-
tension-say, 60 volts-will serve quite well.

Whatever you use, of course, be careful to use the
correct grid bias specified by the valve makers. This
is an important point if you wish to secure the best
results and have a long life from your H.T. battery

ALTERING GRID BIAS.
W. F. (Richmond, Surfey).-L-," Is it true that

when altering the grid bias, the set should be

T. N. N. (Surrey).-" Nobody could want
better programmes than. we had, but last
night it went silent and since then, nothing.
What can we do about that ? "

In such a case the first thing to do is to look over
the set carefully and make sure that no lead has
come off. If all the connections appear O.K. make
sure that the 'phones themselves or the loud speaker
is working properly.

You can test by comparison on another set or by
borrowing another pair of 'phones or loud speaker
and testing on your set, or by one of the methods
described from time to time in "Radiotorial." If the
'phones or loud speaker prove to be O.K. and the set
itself has not been tampered with in any way and
appears to be normal, the next thing to do is to ex-
amine the aerial and earth connections outside.

If the aerial wire is touching a roof or water pipe,
if the aerial or earth wire has become broken, you
will probably hear no broadcast. Remember, too,
that the earth lead may be broken underground where
the fault Is out of sight. so this test of the aerial and
earth connections should be a very thorough one.

If you cannot find any trace of a broken wire the
most likely cause of the trouble is the breaking of a
wire inside the set, or a faulty contact. Incorrect
connections of the battery would be sufficient to
cause trouble and so, of course, would be a broken
battery lead.

Generally any broken contact will disclose itself if
gently touched with the finger, by the noises it sets
up when " made " and " broken," but great care
must be taken not to allow the high-tension wiring
to come Into contact with the low-tension wiring.
(High-tension wiring is everything connected to the
high-tension positive, and the " low-tension "
wiring is that connected to the filaments of the valve
and L.T. batteries.)

Unless great care is taken to keep these two separate
the batteries may become shorted or, worse still, the
valves may be burnt out. By going carefully over
the set on the lines indicated, we think it is certain
you will come across a faulty contact. If not, you
will, we are afraid, have to call in expert advice.

This need not necessarily be a highly -paid or
highly -skilled technician, for anyone who has used
a valve set for a few months and who has been really
interested in it will probably be able to detect where
your fault lies after an inspection of the receiver
and of the aerial and earth.

Do not forget that when interfering with the
wiring of a valve set the H.T. - plug should be
removed from the battery if risk of shorting or burn-
ing out valves is to be obviated. The only exception
to this is when H.T. must be connected in order to

' listen to the effects of moving flexible wires, etc., but
in such a case the very greatest care should be
taken, for an accident to the H.T. and L.T. wiring
is fatal to your pocket.

THE HARTLEY CIRCUIT ONE-VALVER.
M. S. (Worcestershire).-" A friend of mine

writing from Canada tells me he has had
great success out there with the Hartley
circuit, using one valve and 'phones. I
should like to try this, but do not remember
seeing it described in P.W.' What are the
circuit connections ? "

You need a 25, 35 or 40 aerial toil for one plug-
in coil holder and a 75 or 100 for the other. Con-
nections are' asfollows :

CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING
LETTERS?

The usual source of microphonie
noises is the valve.

The cause of mierophonie noises is
usually the shaking of one of the

inside the

It may be started. by placing the
too near

to the . .

A valve holder should
not be used where microphonie noises
are troublesome.

Aerial to one side of the aerial coil holder. Other
side of aerial coil holder to earth, to a centre tapping
on the second coil, to L.T. H.T. G.B. + and
filament socket on the valve holder. Other filament
socket on the valve holder goes to one end of the 2-meg
leak, and to the L.T. switch, the other side of which
goes to L.T. +.

The grid socket on the valve holder goes to the
remaining side of the 2-meg. leak and to a .0003 fixed
condenser. Other side of this condenser goes to one
side of the tuning condenser of -0005 mfd. and to one
end of the grid coil. The remaining end of the
secondary coil goes to the remaining side of the
tuning condenser and to one side of the reaction
condenser.

This should be much smaller than is usually em-
ployed ; '00005 mfd. is a good value, and although
'0001 may serve at a pinch a smaller size is usually
preferable.

The remaining side of the reaction condenser goes
to the plate socket of the valve holder and to one side
of the H.F. choke. Remaining side of this choke
goes to one 'phone terminal, and the positive 'phone
terminal goes to H.T. +. This completes the wiring.

ADDING A NEUTRALISED H.F. STAGE.
L. A. T. (Tale -of Wight), -"I should like to

add an H.F. stage, (using my spare H.F.
valve) to be of the neutrMised type and
not S.G. I have plenty of ordinary coils and
a spare neutralising condenser, bok with panel.
7 in. x 6 in., terminals, etc. What should
be a suitable system of connection "

In addition to L.T. - and L.T. + terminals you
will require one for aerial, one for earth, one for
H.T. +, and one for " output." On the panel,
mount an L.T. switch and tuning condenser, and on
the baseboard, a valve holder, two ordinary coil
bases, a neutralising condenser, H.F. choke and -001-
mfd..fixed condenser.

The connections are : aerial terminal to one side
of the aerial coil holder, which is placed about 11 in.
from the arid coil holder. The remaining side of the
aerial coil holder goes to earth, to negative L.T., to
one filament terminal on the valve holder, and to
the centre tap on the grid coil. (This latter con-
nection is made by means of a flexible lead.)

The positive low-tension terminal is connected
to one side of the on -off switch.. The remaining side
of this switch goes to the remaining filament terminal
on the valve holder.

The grid,terminal of the valve holder is connected
to the nearest grid coil holder terminal, and also to
one side of the .0005 mfd. variable condenser (fixed
vanes.) The remaining side of this variable con-
denser is taken to the ether side of the grid coil holder
and to the neutralising condenser.

The plate of the valve holder is connected to one
side of the H.F. choke and to the remaining side of
the 'neutralising condenser, and also to one of the
-001 fixed condenser's terminals. The remaining
terminal on this fixed condenser goes to the out.
put terminal. -

H.T. + terminal is connected to the vacant side
of the H. -F, choke, and this completes the connections.

In use, the H.T. +, L.T. + and L.T. - terminals
are carried through the unit to. the ordinary batteries,
or to the leads which come from these to the set itself.
A lead from -the output terminal to the " A " terminal
on the set will be necessary, the aerial being removed
from the set and placed on the unit. For the ordinary
wave -length you will require a 25 or 35 coil for the
aerial and a 60 centre -tapped coil for the grid circuit.
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No. 14.-MICROPHONIC NOISES.
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Last week's missing words (in order)
 were : Buried (or Direct) ; Under (or
 Below); Insulated; Earthing; Sharpens. F-
=
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PLAIN FACTS ON THE POWER VALVE

Above : The Mullard P.M.
Filament, which since its
discovery, over four years
ago, has set a precedent

in radio valve design.

The degree of signal energy produced by the amplifier
stages of a receiver has tremendously increased with the
development of modern radio design. As a result it

is essential that an output valve capable of handling
big power is used in the last stage. A harsh distorted
speaker performance is the result of using an output
valve of insufficient power -handling qualities. In the

range of Mullard Power and Super Power valves there
is a type for your own receiver. Long experience
and advantages in the manufacturing process enable us
to produce a power valve that is unsurpassed in

performance and service.

Ask your dealer for the following type numbers:-

Power Super Power

2 volt P.M.2. P.M.252.
4 volt P.M.4. P.M.254.
6 volt P.M.6. P.M.256.

Mullard
THE  MASTER - VALVE

ADVT. THE .11CILLITM WIRELESS SERVICE CO., LTD., MULLARD HOUSE, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.0.1.
9rks.
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* -1.1- -0- <I> 10- ..... -0 *
A PEEP AT P C J.

(Continued from page 309.)

This station director, Mijnheer E. Startz,
speaks fluent English with a strong Holly-
wood accent (he spent many years in
America, but is a German by, birth), and
will tell you with boyish enthusiasm of the
" fan mail " which arrives daily from
" Amurrican hams.' " The ease with
which he makes each' little announcement in
five languages, without pausing for trans-
lation, leaves one gasping.

CoMplete L .F . Screening.
The studio, waiting -room, amplifier -

room, and' so on, are just rooms in an
ordinary little suburban villa a few minutes'
walk from the transmitter hut. One passes
under the . aerial in walking across' to the
villa. It is nothing very elaborate : just
a single wire with the free end hanging on
one of the steel lattice masts of the long -
wave Hilversum broadcasting station. There
is no proper earth connection, but a form of
counterpoise.

Shielding seems to be the secret of P C J.
You short-wave enthusiasts might care to
take the hint. The L.F. amplifiers down-
stairs in the lounge-the room below the
studio-are all in metal boxes. Even the
milliammeters are inside the screening
boxes, and little slots are cut in the sides so
that the very essential parts of the dials
can be seen.

A standard three -valve short-wave set

:77Z

NEXT WEEK
Don't forget to order
your " P.W." for
next week. It is a

SPECIAL
===

VALVE NUMBER
full of interest for the
long-distance listener
and the seeker after
quality reproduction.
Read all about the
Modern Valves, and
how to use them for
best results, in next

week's
=== POPULAR

WIRELESS
Usual Price Threepence

==_

EL'
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with a moving -coil speaker is used to give
an indication of quality, and this side -tone
test is fairly good, for the amplifier -room is
Rome 100 metres from the actual aerial.

Our old friend, the metronome, is used as
an interval signal, and at this amateur
station there is no formality about the
" met." It- stands right on top of the
microphone, and when the mike is to be
silent the announcer sets the metronome
ticker in motion.

Fine Collection of Records.
Some of P C J's music is " canned," of

course, but I must confess that they have
one of the finest collection of records, all
neatly filed, that I have ever seen. Broad-
cast gramophone music is all right if the
records aren't old-fashioned, as is the case
with the smaller French relays ; P C J's
gramophone recitals are worth listening to.
Occasionally special orchestral concerts are
given. H.M. the Queen of Holland has
spoken from P C J.

Special National Broadcasts.
Holland is proud of this little station, and

that is why special national " hours " are
given for the benefit of England, France,
Spain, and so on. The actual wave length
is 31.28 metres, and it works on Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays, generally between
7 p.m. and midnight, and sometimes in the
early hours of the morning.

" You see," said my Dutch friend, re-
ferring to P C J's world-wide scope, "-When
it is morning here, it is evening over there " I
But I politely refrained from trying to
translate into Dutch the old song, When
it's night-time in Italy--"

When buying
Your A.C. Mains Receiver, battery eliminator or charger
see that it incorporates

For those who prefer to make up their
own sets, our book " The All -Metal Way,
1930," will be invaluable. It contains
32 pages of circuits and instructions
covering all types of A.C. Mains Units.
Send a 2d. stamp with your name and
address to :-

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby
Signal Co. Ltd.,

82, York Rd., King's Cross, London, N.1

A
WESTINGHOUSE

METAL RECTIFIER
which is one of the most important components in up-to-date radio equipment.
There is nothing to wear out in this rectifier-no filaments, no chemicals nor
moving parts. It is used in the majority of modern receivers and eliminators,
designed and marketed by experts who are satisfied as to its reliability, and
whose aim has been to provide TROUBLE -FREE RADIO EQUIPMENT.

GRIMMETT
(Australia's Demon Bowler)

teaches you Cricket
exclusively in

ANSWERS
Get your Copy NOW ! 2d.
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Ask for an
E D I SWAN-

the better -service
Accumulator

Ediswan accumulators
are economical to main-
tain-they're built that
way.
First cost is low and the
care taken to produce a
really efficient and
thoroughly reliable cell is
a guarantee of maximum
life per charge and 100%
service.
Ediswan accumulators are
made in all types and sizes
-ask your dealer for a
price list.

Major Loten, 70 Ampere
hours . . . .
Minor Loten, 45 Ampere
hours . .
Little Loten, 20 Ampere
hours - -
Midget Loren, 12 Ampere
hours - -

11/-

8/-
4/s
2/9

IE. DI SIVAINI
RADIO

ACCUMULATORS

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
123/5, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

Showrooms in all the Principal Towns.
B.70

Behind the perfect tone
of radio that lives and will

live-VARLEY radio-you will
find VARLEYComponents-every

one an answer to the modern radio
problem. The Varley H.F. Choke gives

you results unequalled by any other H.F.
Choke. It has an impedance frequency curve

free from peaks-no minor resonances. It offers
higher impedance over the lower broadcast
band than any other H.F. Choke designed

to cover both upper and lower bands.
It is a Choke of VARLEY quality.

You cannot expect - nor will
you get-a better H.F. Choke.

Write for Sections B and C
of the Varley Catalogue.

MULTI -CELLULAR H.F. CHOKE

916

Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Kinoswau House. 103, Kingsway,
London, W.C.2. 'telephone Holl6orn 5303.
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FOR THE LISTENER.
(Continued from page 370.)

Organ Music.
I am not really very fond of organ music.

A good deal of it comes over, on my set,
very confused for some reason or other.

- The constant changing of the stops puts me
out of the musical frame of mind ; too many
tricks ; too much juggling with tones.

But they give a lot of pleasure to many.
- And, good lord, what a lot of them there are!

I never knew there were so many organs !
Big ones, r mean. They all sound the same
to me. And I simply can't stand the
Vox Humana.

And the Tremolo drives me mad ! But
I have liked Pattman ; and I have wondered
whether he is one of the princes in the organ
world, having only a surname. And when
 Reginald Foort plays quietly to me, an old
song, perhaps with a subdued accompani-
ment on the swell, I like him too.

The Daily Service.
Somebody gives a lot of thought to this.

It is rather too early for me ; for I can't
listen from ruddy morn to dewy eve ; but
once or twice I have listened to see what
it was like, and feeling oddly shy, as if I
were surprising a prayer meeting. I wonder
who uses that service ?

Sick people, old and lonely folk, and
fragrant piety that has leisure; hospitals,
-perhaps; and vicars seeking inspiration
for next Sunday's sermon.

When I have listened I have found it
pimple, restful, and, in its own quiet,
moving way, refreshing. For there is
something in us all which, at times, responds
to solemnity and the sense of the invisible.

A Shy Little Voice.
And whose is the shy little voice that has

just told me that I have heard a " Romance"
by Cyril Scott ? It is a very engaging voice.
a little husky and timid ; as if she had
come creeping up to the microphone on
tiptoe.

She gives me music in between times,
when somebody is late, or when somebody
has finished early, or to soften the jar
between the Stock Exchange Prices and
Mr. Harold Nicolson ! And when they fade
her out before she has had time to tell me
what the piece was, I am very annoyed.

The Dance Band.
Alack and alas ! my dancing days are

over ! In any case, my little room isn't
big enough to swing a cat in, much less a
girl ! And I'm not a Jazz fan.

But I hear Jack Payne and his Band at
the vaudeville shows. I -like him when he
comes sailing in with his merry men on
the wires after we have been over to the
Palladium or somewhere ; they seem to float
into the studio on air, playing as they come.
- And they blow away the wrack of a poor
turn, and they enhance the glory of a brilliant
exit. The artistes must be grateful to them.
And Jack Payne must be a very patient
fellow, for everybody seems to make use
of him, sometimes a butt of him, like the
comic men do to the conductor of the
orchestra in the music hall.

Are you ready, Jack ? " " Now, hold
on tight, Jack ! " " Bring in the pain,
Jack ! ' I feel that I should like to call him
" Jack " too, if he would allow me. But
I'm not comic. I mean I don't intend to be !

The Children's Hour.
This comes just about my_ tea -time, and

I often eat a bisZnit with them. TheY are a
jolly crew. Aunties and Uncles no more,
but still the same old happy spirit that made
those mythical relations famous in the days I By Dr. J. IL T. ROBERTS, F. Inst. P.
of the beginnings. * -4.-4.-4.--4,10-4.-11.--------*- *

So eager about it, as if they were pulling
one another away from the microphone
to get their turn in edgeways. A slightly
disorderly, impromptu, feeling about it,
which contrasts well with the clockwork
of the programme generally. And still
those long lists of birthdays !

4

RADIO
REMINDERS.

If you are troubled by rattling on your loud
speaker do not forget that this is sometimes due
to a small nut getting loose.

Among the common causes of a sudden
weakness in signals are the aerial or lead-in
touching an obstruction, L.T. battery running
down, break in the earth wire, and " wipe-out "
from neighbouring sets.

* * *

A gradual weakness of reception is often due
to a loose or dirty contact in the aerial or earth
lead, to the H.T. battery running down, or to
the telephones or loud speaker becoming de-
magnetised.

* *

A loose connecting bar on the accumulator
is one often unsuspected cause of " fluctua-
tions " in signals.

* * *

If the aerial is allowed to touch or swing near
a gutter pipe, tin roof, or similar large metal
surface, you may be troubled by " fading."

* * *

The core of a mains transformer should be
earthed and should be of the double wound type
in which the winding that is in direct connection
with the supply mains is effectively separated
from all other windings either by an earthed
metallic screen, or by adequate insulation
capable of withstanding 1,000 volts A.C.

* **
One of the lesser known advantages of the

output filter circuit for the loud speaker is the
fact that it frequently improves stability.

t USING TWO
TRANSFORMERS

IN this issue we print, a Ferranti adver-
tisement whi"ch includes a, reproductipn

I in full of a letter -sent to Messrs. Ferranti
by a " P.W." reader.

This reader regards certain statements
in a recent article, Transformer Troubles,"
as " erroneous,' because he is using two
Ferranti transformers very successfully,
whereas the general view is that, as a rule,
two transformers of the same make and -,
"type are not always certain to give successful
results. This is a matter of considerable
technical interest, and we propose, in next
week's issue, publishing an article dealing
more fully with this point raised by Messrs.
Ferranti and their correspondent.

TECHNICAL
NOTES.

Peculiarities of Mains Units.
THOSE of you who use a mains -supply

unit incorporating a metal rectifier
will probably have noticed that when

the unit is first switched on the behaviour
of the receiver is riot constant but gradually
changes, soon, however, reaching its normal
condition.

This is due to the fact that the rectifier
gradually warms up when in operation and
the output of the unit does not reach a
steady value until a few seconds, or perhaps
even a minute or two, after it is switched on.

The action of a metal rectifier depends to
some extent upon the temperature of the
rectifying contacts and, of course, a certain
amount of heat-in fact, quite an appreci-
able amount-is produced when the rectifier
is working.

It is for this reason that alternate elements
are provided with extended cooling vanes,
usually of copper, so as to carry the heat
quickly away from the rectifying contacts
(where it is produced) and dissipate it to
the air.

In small rectifiers, as used for radio work,
the air-cooling is quite sufficient, but, for
larger rectifiers oil -cooling is sometimes used.

Metal Rectifiers.
There is one` important point which con-

structors should bear in mind when building
up a mains unit incorporating a metal
rectifier, and that is to take great care that
the rectifier is not so enclosed or confined
that the air cannot circulate freely around it.

The designers of the rectifier have pro-
bably allowed for adequate cooling, but, of
course, they do not expect that the rectifier
is going to be put into a closed box, for
example. No amount of design by the
manufacturers can properly compensate for
an error on the part of the user such as I
have mentioned.

I have actually seen metal rectifiers, in
home -constructed mains units, where the
ventilation allowed for was quite inadequite.
This means that under steady working con-
ditions the rectifier will be operating at a.
higher temperature than that intended, and
this, in turn, means that the life of the
rectifier may be shortened and its efficiency
probably lowered.

Under proper conditions the metal rectifier
will give excellent service and remarkably
long life, but it is not expected that it will
be used under improper conditions.

Effect upon Receiver:
As regards the effect of this gradual out-

put rise, this will differ in different cases,
depending upon whether the set is very
sensitive to slight variations in H.T. voltage.
In the majority of cases the effect will be
hardly perceptible.

Acoustic Materials.
In view of the rapid increase in the

number of sound studios for broadcasting
purposes and for the making of tad/1g
pictures, the question of the acoustic' pro-
perties of the materials used to cover the

(Continued on page 390.)
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ever

loudspeaker

the odds are heavy against good reproduction
two identical Transformers are used, whatever set
is building."

statement we entirely disagree. It can be
that two FERRANTI Transformers are

satisfactory when working together and are
of giving results unsurpassed by any other

below a reprint from a letter just received which
our claim.

Hall Green, Birmingham.
29 . 5 . 30.

You will have seen the article in this -week's " Popular Wireless" on " Trans-
Troubles," and in particular about not having two transformers of the same

in a set. Don't you think you ought to do something to combat this erroneous

Last week I took home a Wireless Fan (if " Fan" means Fanatic then he was a
Twicer ") to hear my loudspeaker which is a " Lion," Mullard valves, and a simple

and two L.F. Set, wired the Ferranti way. This Fan sat spellbound at
he was pleased to call the " beautiful naturalness" of the tone. All he had

heard before was noise, and here's my point. I have in my set three Ferranti
Transformers, and for quality I have never heard any kind of an outfit or

giving the same beautiful tone as my own.
I am, Yours faithfully,

(Signed)---

s _A
RAD 0

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE
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gkiGINEERS!
TECHNICAL NOTES.

(Continued from page 388.)

'toe get together? walls of the studios has, during the past year
or tWo, received considerable attention.
Quite a variety of special sound -absorbing
materials have been produced and are now
manufactured specially for this purpose.

Of course, everyone knows that materials
such as felt and heavy cloths like velvet are
good sound absorbers, and these are com-
monly used in studios, theatres, and so on
where it is intended to prevent echo and
reverberation from the otherwise bare walls.

WRITE FOR THIS
BOOK TO -DAY

1T$ riRE6 r
We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation
waiting to help you whether you be novice or
!sped. If you wish for something more than a

bread and_ butter" job you owe it to yourself to
investigate our Service.
Our handbook " Engineering Opportunities " has
pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of
your fellows. It contains details of A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.,
Struct.E., London Metric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,
Exams., outlines home study courses in all branches
of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless
Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of

NO PASS-NO FEES
In a Brilliant foreword Prof. A. M. Lou) shows
dearly the chances you are missing.

Engineering Opportunities" and our advice are
quite FREE Don t neglect this offer-give vent to
that " upward urge" and send a postcard NOW.
stating Brandt, Post or Exam. which interests" you.
British Institute of Engineering Technology,
101,8habespeare House, 29-31, Oxford Street, W.1

All we ask is the
chance to prove that
you can earn £300,
£400, £500 per year
or more. Other men
are doing it, and you
can do the same.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS.
Inventions Advice Handbook and Con.sultations FREE.-B. T. KING. C.I.X.E.,Regd.Patent Office (O.B., II.S. and Canada).
146a, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4.
43 years' references. 'Phone: Cent. 0682.-WET H.T. BATTERIES-

Solve all H.T. Troubles.
SELF-CHARCING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL
JARS (waxed), 2l" X s4..1/3 doe.
RINDS, new type 10d. doz. Saes 112 doz.
Sample doz. (19 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte. 4/1, post 9d.
Sample unit. 6d. Inns. booklet tree.

Bargain list tree.
AMPLIFIERS. 30/, 3 -VALVE SET. £.5.
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

STOCKWELL, LONDON

IN
"RADIO FOR THE

MILLION"

= lb;

w6
e

Belling -Lee 9 -way Battery Cord with
Belling -Lee Wander Plugs and Spade

Terminals.
5/9

Also specified: Belling -Lee Terminals.
Price Ott.

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

ddet. of Belting d Lee, Ltd. Queensway
Work,. Pondere End. Misldlese.x.

Effect upon Reproduction.
Since this subject has . been carefully

studied, it has been found that the sound -
absorbing properties of a material depend
largely upon whether the surface of the
material is porous. The belief is that the
sound -waves, by penetrating the pores of
the material; are broken up into very small
parts and so dissipated.

With a large, bare plaster wall the sound
waves are more or less regularly reflected,
and this is what gives rise to the pronounced
echoing effects in large halls, churches, and
SO on.

In the case of the music of an organ (for
example, a cathedral organ) these rever-
beration effects are generally considered to
enhance the beauty of the music, but where
speech is concerned they often have the
effect of making the speech completely un-
intelligible.

Sound Absorption.
- One of the substances newly prepared is
a kind of hair -felt, about an inch in thick-
ness, with an oilcloth covering, this covering
being perforated with innumerable tiny
holes. Apparently these holes have an
important influence on the sound -absorbing
efficiency of the material.

The development of these sound-absorb-
ina materials is an interesting example of
the application of scientific research work
to newly -arising everyday problems.

Selectivity.
I understand that experimental develop-

ments are rapidly taking place in connection
with the Stenode Radiostat principle of
Dr. Robinson, which was publicly an-
nounced some months ago, and that the
principle is now being applied to ordinary
home radio receivers.

It has been said that the ability to intro-
duce a large number of different broadcast
wave -lengths with a given frequency band
is not of practical use unless or until such
transmissions, are brought into being. This
might seem to be true, but if the Radiostat
principle can be applied in a simple and
practical way to increasing the selectivity
of home radio receivers for the reception of
existing broadcasting stations, this should
certainly be a valuable advance in the
meantime.

Amplification Factor.
Newcomers to wireless are often a little

puzzled as to the precise meaning of some
of the terms employed, although these terms
are naturally quite familiar to the old
stagers. One of these terms is the " mu "
or amplification constant.

The meaning of this at first sight seems
to be self-evident, but at the same time it

(Continued on next page.)
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SERVICE MODEL

STEEL MASTS
ON MOST GENEROUS TERMS

26 Feet high. In 3 sections of
if in. Steel tube tapering to

l in. 5/- with order, balance
payable by 5 weekly instalments
of 2/6. (Cash price only 15/-)
Carriage, London 1/6; Midlands 2/61
elsewhere 3/6. Weight 24 lbs.

Alli '

3/..;elsewhere 4/.. Weight 34 lbs.

The "SUPER!' 'MASt.
42 Feet' high. 'In 5 sections of

heavy li in. Steel tube taper.
'ng to 1 in. A real bargain.
'SI- with order, balance payable
by 12 - weekly instalments of
2/6. (Cash price only 29/6)
Carriage, London 2/6 ; Midlands
3/6; elsewhere 4/6. Weight 46Ibs.
D D No bother. These masts
  are easy to erect, damp
MASTS and rot proof. Made
.2, sturdy British steel tubing
tapering from 1 in. to 1 in.
in 9 ft. sections complete in
every detail. Cast Iron bed
plate, steel ground pegs, stay
rings and galvanised wire
stays cut to length, pulley

IA bolts, washers, etc.

COMPLETE WITH ALL
ACCESSORIES READY

NO HOLES TO DIG.

34 Feet high. In 4 sections
of I 1 in. Steel tube tapering

to 1 in. 5/- with order, bal-
ance payable by 8 weekly
ipnrsitcael moennlyts2cifi 2/6, (Cash

Carri London 21-; Midlands

TO ERECT.

P.R: PRODUCTS (Dept. 29), P.H. HOUSE,
14, NEWGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
(Opposite G.P.O. Tube Station.) Telephone : CITY 3788.

5r
DEPOSIT
ONLY

Some contributors
to this week's

CHUMS
C apt. F. H. SHAW

ERIC W. TOWNSEND

HYLTON CLEAVER

Rear -Admiral
E. R. G. R. EVANS

C.B., D.S.O., R.N.
and many other famous writers.
Among the special features are a
page of interesting photographs, an
article on the coming Test Matches by
FRANK MITCHELL, the famous

cricketer, and much more.

CHUMS
Get Your Copy Now 2d,.
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DEAF AIDS
(INEXPENSIVE)

11-2-6
ws illustrated, in-
cluding a light
headband for the
earpiece.

11-10-0fitted with
MIOGETPHONE

(Fits into Earl
instead of earpiece
with headband.

THIS Aid comprises the latest sensitive -
SUPER -MICROPHONE (to be at-

tached to Coat or Dress, conveniently con-
cealed), a SMALL BATTERY (for the
pocket), and a SMALL EARPIECE which
can be held to the deaf ear by hand or
by a light headband supplied with the
Aid. All speech and sound reaching the
Super -Microphone is loudly heard in the
earpiece. The battery can be switched off
when the Aid is not in use.

Full particulars post free.
FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27, Fitzroy St., London, W.I. Phone: Museum 8329.

RCLII II ILII

wilIRELESS5 CUIILOE Pe 296
A Complete List of all

that is best in Radio
at Keenest Prices.
Trade Eryzartes Invited

J.N.T,AYLOR &Cc,
4 RothoRouse.MACAutAY STREET,
HUDDERSFIELD, Phone

REPAIRS
Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

with each repair. 41- post free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
"ne";,..- Dent

953, GARRATT LANE, TOOTING, S.W.17.

-EASY TERMS
We SPECIALISE in the supply
of all Good Quality Radio Sets,
Components and Accessories on
Easy Terms. We will give you
efficient service. Send us your list
of requirements and a quotation

will be sent by ,return.

London Radio Supply Company,
I I.OAT LANE, NOBLE STREET,LONDON,E.C.2

NATIONAL 1977.
41111.

ALL APPLICATIONS for ADVERTISING
SPACE in "POPULAR WIRELESS" must
be made to the Sole Advertising Agents,

JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,
4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.4.

C.E Radio Controller
finds faults in your set

*(7,Vrite for Illustrated Leaflet to
FONTEYN & CO. LTD.
2 to 6, Blandford Mews, Baker St.,VV.1

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from precious page.)

is often misunderstood in its application to
a valve. The amplification constant ig the
maximum voltage amplification (as between
grid and plate) of which the valve is capable
in theoretically perfect conditions.

It refers to the voltage amplifying char-
acteriStie, but does not relate (as is so often
thought) to the power which the valve is
capable of handling. In practice., this
maximum amplification factor is never
realised, although in a specially well -
designed circuit to suit the valve as much
as perhaps 80 per cent of the theoretical
voltage amplification may sometimes be
obtained. In the majority 'of cases, how-
ever, probably no more than 25 to 30 per
cent is realised.

Anode Impedance.
The plate impedance. or anode impedance,

is another term which, although simple
enough, is often misunderstood. Inasmuch
as a- voltage has to be applied to drive the
electron current from the filament to the
plate we may regard 1 he space between
the two as having a definite resistance, or,
since we are dealing with alternating cur-
rents, we prefer to use the term " im-
pedance."

The plate impedance relates only to the
impedance of the valve itself. An impor-
tant point to bear in mind is that the plate
impedance (unlike the impedance of an
ordinary component, such as, for instance,
a choke coil or a winding of a transformer)
depends upon the voltage applied to the
plate. Again, unlike the impedance of a
choke or transformer, it is practically
independent .of the frequency of the A.C.
current.

Mutual Conductance.
Another term which is often used is

"mutual conductance." Using this term
in a general sense, it gives us at once a
notion of the general merit or usefulness of
a valve. I believe the term was suggested
first by Hazeltine, .of Neutredyne fame,
about ten years ago. It is necessary, how-
ever, as in all scientific terms, to give an
exact definition, and the mutual conduct-
ance of a. valve is defined as the amplifica-
tion constant divided by the plate
impedance. -

You will see from this that the greater
the amplification constant the greater the
mutual conductance and (speaking very
generally) the better the valve will be for
radio purposes. The lower the plate
impedance the greater wilt be the mutual
conductance. We may think of this in the
same way as we think of a low -resistance
component wherein less voltage is required
to drive a given current through it.

A Grid -Bias Point.
I have more than once recently referred

to the importance of the correct amount of
grid bias and its effect not only upon the
quality of the reproduction but also upon
the current consumption in the anode
circuits.

A reader tells me that he lately had trouble
the cause of which took a long time to
discover, and which proved to be due to the
grid -bias battery being the wrong way
round.

(Continued on next page.)

" POPULAR WIRELESS " says :

-
" There is everything in
favour of buying a com-
plete kit of parts and
nothing against it. You
gat all the little items,
such as screws, etc., and
your panel is neatly
drilled for you. Moreover,
you are certain that every
component is suitable for
the set -that is if you
purchase an approved kit
such as is sold by- Ready

..,.
,,,,, ,,,,,,,,

,,,,
KITS OF PARTS..<4:,,,,z.,4?4,,

1930 MAGIC FOUR
1930 MAGIC THREE
The "P.W." " SAFE -POWER"

CONVERTER
THE "B.P." TWO.

ETC., ETC.
Cash or Easy Terms.

Lists on (flip/ices/ion.
manainni..1111.1111.1.,miliaall.atma.i,....a,a,..,......

isimmt........... ,=1"
159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE, LONDON, S.E.1
Telephone : HOP 5555 (Private Exchange).

coltItts:

KABILOIC
P4riticitz,

SPECIFIED
for the

MULLARD
MASTER TWO."
THE SPECIAL
" KABILOK"
COLLAPSIBLE

CABINET.
Assembled in 10 minutes.
1N OAK, COMPLETE,12

PRICE /"
Write for

FREE Catalogue.

W. & T. LOCK, LTD.
ST. PETER'S WORKS - - - BAT/T.

London 11, Red Lion Siiware, NolLorn, W.c.i.

I THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE
MOST NEWS

1 -SUNDAY GRAPHIC-
SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE
Wonderful unrepeatable bargains. A few are

listed below.
H.T. MAINS UNITS, famous British slake, 220 V.D.C. 15 ma., 25! -. leatherette case, plug and cord.

A.C. UNITS, 220 V. 50 cycles, 15 inta., brand new,
451-. Suing. A.O. Units, Westinghouse rectifier. List
£7, kale 701-,

FELLOWS LITTLE GIANT III in Oak Cabinet
with three matched valves, 351-, List AS. Ediswan
2 -valve sets, 25/6.

PORTABLE 5-v. SETS by Royal Radio, etc, Guar-
anteed perfect working order, wonderful range and
quality, £7 50. to clear.

LOUD SPEAKERS. Moving Coil for 220 v. D.C.Mains, £3 105. Famous M.P.A. Cone speakers,
Oak cabinet, 15/, Boudoir Crystal Sets, 3/.

M.L. MOTOR GENERATORS, 220 v. to .400 v.
100 in/a., £9. Brand new 2,000 dynamos, motors
and alternators in stock. Kindly specify wants. Our
new list of 1,000 electrical and radio gadgets will
iutcrest you,

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames St., E.C.4

Telephone - - a City 0191
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Better pass danger
once than be always in
fear. Better still, fit
Hydra condensers now
and never so much as
worry.

HYDRA* -4.- -0-41.-,------ -4.- .1.-÷-410-1. -----* 41.- *

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previous page.)

Curiously enough, the G.B. battery was
connected correctly according to the
markings on the battery, but on being
finally suspected and tested out, it was
found that the battery had been wrongly
marked by the manufacturers.

I have never had a case of this sort myself
and imagine that it must be rather rare.
Certainly, it is about the last thing one
would think of, and I mention the matter iu
case any of you may have mysterious trouble
with your grid bias.

If you wish to test the grid -bias battery,
by the way, for polarity, remember to use a
polarised ammeter or milliammeter, and to
include some resistance in the circuit-a
fairly high resistance if you use a milli -
ammeter, at least 1,000 ohms.

* -4P11.- -4,-- 4.- 4.--4.-40-0-1--1.-+- *

LOUIS HOLZMAN
37 Newman Street, W.1

Telephone : Museum 2041

mommimammimismimilm

EXACT TUNERS
Thousands of these tuners are in used cud we

mcan strongly recommend the. No further
coils are required. Send P.C. for particulars
and circuits-FREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Place, Coventry.

250 to 2.000 metres.

No. 134.
79/-. R.T.A.

RADIO -CRAM
CABINETS

MAKE YOUR OWN
with our guaranteed
R.T.A. Furniture Sots.
Need P.C. for Free Cat o-

f °tale and Price List.
Dept. P.W., London Wood.
workers' Supply Co. Ltd..159,
High Rd. Lee; London, SA,13

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS '
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

15,000"
SUCCESSES
is the record of

The T.I.G.B.
:if you, too, wish to

advance to a well -paid
'!,,pioift, in any branch of

T.I.G.B.
- study training

titers you the surest
incaus of achieving the
Success you desire.

,E:NGINEERS
This 124 -pp. book furnishes the most complete information
ever published about the many professional qualifications
open to engineers, such as A.M.Inst.C.E.,A.M.I.Mech.E..
A.M.I.E.E., etc.; descries nearly 200

':Courses, the widest selection of engineering courses in
"-,dlic world; and is crammed with matters of interest ,to

every engineer. If you are ambitious: The
TA.G.11. can help you-write TO -NIGHT for
our

FREE copy of "The Engineer's Guideto Success," stating branch, post, or qualifi-cation that interests you.
'.'the Technological Institute of Great Britain.

I 2 4
P.A.PES

CORRESPONDENCE
t FROM OUR READERS t

" MAGIC " WAVE -CHANGING
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -1 have had several inquiries regarding
my scheme of wave -changing, as published in
" P.W.," dated April 19th, 1930. PresuMably, the
diagram became a little altered in reproduction, as
the lead to the moving plates of the differential
condenser is not quite Os shown, while the absence

COMPLETE CHANGE -OVER

el, 782

of connections to the valve makes it difficult for
some people to follow, judging by the letters 1
have received.

There is evidently a demand for a method of switch-
ing this: excellent - series of ".Magic circuits.,  so
possibly you Will be able to find room forthe appended
diacra m .

- Yours truly,
W. A. .10:Es

Llamantffraid, Mont.

FROM RONALD FRANKAU.-
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-In a recent interview with me published
in your paper it is suggested that I had produced
more radio revues than anybody else.

I have no recollection of making this observation,
although -I am as big a 'buttatet as anyone -in this.-
profeasiou, ,.but. such anmssertiou _would have been
ridiculous in view of the fact that I have never
produced one.

I write all the revues we do and arrange the
programmes, but producing for the 'microphone is

-that I have invariably bowed to the superior knowledge
of such adepts in the art as Garde*. *rennet',
Bertram Fryer, etc., who have produced more
radio revues than I shall ever be in.

In case the interview has given a wrong impression,
I should be glad if yon would print this letter-

Established 1917. written in all humility by
26, Temple Bar House, London, E.C.4. 'Yours faithfully,

LondOn:W.C./". - ---not54D-Faptrau. -

Cancelled Contract.
Polished Mahogany
Cabinets.

Height 34 ins., Width
161 ins., Depth 18ins.
Fine Cabinet work
suitable for Gramo-
phone or Wireless
Installation,Smokers'
Cabinet, Pedestal
Cupboards, etc.

2916 EACH.

TO CLEAR.
LESS THAN HALF
ACTUAL FACTORY

COST.
THE AEOLIAN CO., LTD.,
131-7, NEW BOND ST., LONDON, W.1.

-.111EAOPHONES REPAIRED
Transformers 5/-. Loudspeakers 4/-. All
re -magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed and

furdelivery
Trade.

in 24 hours.
Discount for ClerhemellE. MASON. 44. East Rd.. City Rd..

41 -
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ready
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TWO SUPERB SETS!
have been specially designed and described for the

JULY

WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR

The "LIBERATOR" THREE
by Percy W. Harris,

A three-valver that is "different," and

The "VEE0KAY" FOUR
Another outstanding Victor King Design

Both sets are specially suitable for either local
Or "DX" reception, and possess a High Degree

of Sensitivity and Selectivity.

Order Your Copy Now

On Sam June 14th. PRICE 6d.
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T family favourite

'Mese reductions give value second to
none, for two -valve sets requiring
6 m.a. emission. Ask for an EVER
READY next time if you require
100% service at minimum cost.

THE EVER READY Co. (G.B.) Ltd.
HERCULES PLACE, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7

THE fall in the value
of metals and raw

materials, and increased
production, enable us to
reduce prices.

BATTERIES

RE DOWN IN PRICE

WINNER SERIES
60 VOLTS 110

-66 VOLTS /10

99 VOLTS fit' 104
120 VOLTS DC 13=

Obtainable verywhere
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